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50 CENTS 
Appeal fails to+save 
old police bu+ilding 
TERRACE --  With the final 
adoption of a bylaw to remove 
the heritage status on the B.C. 
Provincial Police building only 
minutes away Monday evening~ 
Mamie Kerby of the Terrace 
Museum Society made an appeal 
to council for a little more time 
to consider the building's fate in 
light of new information she had 
found, However, when the final 
vote was cast, the bylaw passed 
and the building is no longer 
protected from demolition. 
According to Kerby, a book 
she had recently discovered, 
"B .C .  P rov inc ia l  Pol ice 
Stories", writtefi by Inspector 
Cecil Clark, formerly, the Com- 
mander of "E"  Division, B.C. 
ProVincial Police in Vancouver, 
outlines the history of about 100 
facilities Similar [o ~ that in Ter- 
race which have since been 
demolished. 
"Very few people realize the 
importance Of these buildings," 
said Kerby. "And Who knows 
how many are left." She told 
council she had seenone at Soda 
Creek while holidaying in the 
central interior ecently, but ad- 
ded that it was in a "run down 
condition and ready tO slide off  
the side of a mud hill." 
continued on page 24 
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This was the scene Friday at Tyee west of Terrace after a 
CN freight train collided with a construction vehicle at a 
private • crossing. Road traffic •was interrupted for several 
hours, and a Terrace man is still in hospital as a result., 
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This site'S going to be the center of attention for our community tomorrow as Project Starship officially gets off 
ind, The the grou new Sheens Cellulose sawmill is going to be open for public tours in the morning, and the parent 
company Reoap's board of directors, offshore lumber and pulp customers, Minister of Forests Dave Parker and 
• + Pren~ier~Bill ~/ander Zalm will be present at the opening ceremonies in the afternoon. 
Derailment 
could cost 
$1.5 million 
On Sept. 23 at l l a.m. a 
78-car westbound CN freight 
train struck a highway con- 
struction vehicle at a private 
crossing near Tyee 30 kilo -• 
meters east of Prince Rupert, 
derailing 12 cars and three 
locomotives and disrupting 
traffic on Highway 16 until 
the evening. 
Two men in the lead 
locomotive, both residents of 
Prince Rupert, were taken to 
Prince Rupert hospital where 
they were treated for minor 
injuries and released. The 
driver of the construction 
vehicle, Terrace resident 
Michael Nahirna, was flown 
to Mills Memorial Hospital, 
where at last report he was in 
stable condition with un- 
disclosed injuries. 
P r ince  Rupert RCMP 
stated Tuesday that •the cause 
of the accident 'is still under 
• investigation and no. charges ..... 
have been laid. CN public af- 
fairs officer A1 Menard said 
yesterday, however, that he 
has received reports indi- 
cating that Nahirna ignored 
continued on page 3 
Interior 
university 
endorsed 
TERRACE - -  A letter from In- 
terior University Society presi- 
dent, Murray Sadler, asking 
support for the northern univer- 
sity concept has received the 
unanimous approval of city 
council. 
According to Sadler, volume 
two of the society's study will be 
released this Saturday. 
Council has asked administra- 
tion to write a letter of support 
immediately and has also refer- 
red Sadler's letter to a Commit- 
tee of the Whole meeting, where 
the idea can be more fully ex- 
plored and a more comprehen- 
sive letter of support written in a 
few weeks time. 
Mayor Jack Talstra told coun- 
cil that during theUnion of B.C. 
Municipal it ies meet ing  at 
Whistler Mountain last week, he 
mentioned to provincial officials 
that Terrace council fully en- 
dorsed the concept and also that 
land may be available "adjacent 
to the (Northwest Community) 
college campus"  for the "'~ 
development of a new regional 
university facility. He said his 
comments had been well receiv- 
ed. 
For full details q f  volume one 
of  the •university society's 
. . . . .  report, turn topage 14.:. ,. 
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The high costs of exploration, development and pro- 
duction for the mining industry in Northwestern B.C. 
are offset by the relative potential of current exploration 
results when compared to southern.•operations. What 
this means to the Northwest, and to Terrace if they 
capitaliz e on the industry, is the investment of millions 
more than in similar developments .down south. 
by Tod Straehan 
i 
The. mining industry in the 
Northwest is split between two 
major areas: Smithers, which 
will probably have little local ef- 
fecf¢ and the Stewart/Iskut 
River area which could be cause 
for the development of a major 
service center in the Northwest 
.-- either in Terrace or Alaska - -  
depending .on who is most ag- 
gressive. 
And as was pointed out by 
Alderman Bob Jackman in the 
Sept.. 14 issue of the Ter race  
Rev iew - -  the Alaskans may be 
ahead. When the Johnny Moun- 
tain gold mine was officially 
opened recently, the American 
presence far over,shadowed our 
delegat ion'of  a few local 
businesses, one alderman, one 
regional district board director 
- -  Dan Pakula of Telegraph 
Creek - -and  total absence of 
provincial and federal .politi- 
cians. 
In  order to understand just 
how great he impact of the min- 
ing industry on the Northwest 
may be, it's necessary to take a 
look at what's there and what's 
happening. In the Stewart area," 
there are several developments. 
Johnny Mountain, located near 
the'Bkut-River, about 60 miles 
northwest of Stewart, is now in 
production and is expected to 
produce more than 686;612 
ounces of gold. And.. as of last. 
Friday, that's worth more than 
$273 million U.S. Little wonder 
developers were willing to spend 
close to $15 million this year 
alone in order to develop the 
site, and intend to spend many 
million more in future develop- 
ment, maintenance, operational 
expenses and wages. 
And 35 miles to the northwest 
of Johnny Mountain is an even 
greater find - -  the Comin- 
co/Deleware Resources Snip 
gold reserve, which is slated to 
begin production of 300 to 500 
tonnes of ore per day in less than 
a year. The mine's potential is 
estimated at 851,612 ounces, 
valued at about $339 million on 
today's market, and this has 
prompted Deleware Resources 
to spend over $800 million to 
date and Cominco to commit a 
further $16 million in explora- 
tion and development. In total, 
it is estimated that the Snip pro- 
ject could cost as much as $45 
million in capital costs, a 
sizeable investment in the North- 
west which still leaves an entic- 
ing profit for the developers. 
The Sulphurets mine site, 
located about half way between 
Stewart and Johnny Mountain, 
is a 60-40 joint venture between 
Newhawk Gold Mines Ltd. and 
Granduc Mines Ltd. Production 
is slated to begin late next year 
and is expected to total about 
513,300 tonnes of ore containing 
182,159 ounces of gold, worth 
• $72.5 million on today's market, • 
plus about 365.4 million ounces 
of silver worth another $2.5 
million over its expected life of 
aboUtnine years~ 
tm 
ing capital, inflation and in- vicinity of the Premier Gold• ly by,,;Tenajon'Silver and Ess 
terest,,is expected.~to total $80.4~r:Project and may be .sOon be UResources Canada, Ltd,.About' 
million, $5 million of which will 
be spent on roads, site prep~a- 
tion and-environmental studies. 
In addition, an additional $3.1 
million will be spent on further 
exploration of the site. 
In addition, the old Scottie 
Gold Mine is located in 'the 
scheduled to.  re, open?": The ~ $1.8"million has been spent, on. 
potential here is .about 306,000 this de~,elopment so far, and the 
ounces of gold for sure, plus future of gold and silver pr0duc-- 
tion on the site is said to hold another unproven 40,580 ounces 
for a total value of $138 million. 
Another new site in the same 
area isthe Tenajon Silver Cor- 
poration property, owned equal- 
Gold hasn't-iost its glitter 
longer tied to gold, and 
McDonald believes that's one 
reason the global economy has 
been:subject toperiodic bouts of 
inflation. The value of money 
isn't anchored to anything. The 
gold standard "used to keep 
everybody honest", she remark- 
ed. 
Like the financial, bomb 
shelter it is, gold provides'pro- 
tection against inflation b~ause 
its value tends to climb as pr!ees 
of goods and services escalate. 
McDonald points out that it has 
also has an intrinsic psycho, 
logical value that puts it outside 
the normal rules for supply and 
demand. There are industrial 
uses for it, such as jewelry, and 
most' countries keep bullion 
reserves in their national 
treasuries, but despite more and 
n/ore gold mining discoveries in 
recent years demand for the 
metal has not tapered off. 
McDonald'suggests that all in- 
vestors hould hold between five 
and 10 percent of their port- 
folios in gold f0r the'sake of 
, • ; ; J~ , "~;~'v~T ..,,"~ ~ ~ ..,. ~ :-~, :. .,.,~,,~,-, :. diversity, with the recommended 
Westmin Resources Limited 
Denis Gregoire I 
Westmin Resources Limited is 
pleased to announce the appoint- 
ment of Denis Gregoire as Mine 
Manager, Premier Gold Project lo- 
cated at Stewart, British Columbia. 
From positions in Quebec, the 
Yukon, and Nova Scotia, Mr. Gre- 
goire brings 16 years of engineering 
experience in the mining industry to 
Westmin Resources. Prior to igining 
Westmin, Mr. Gregoire was em- 
ployed as Mine Superintendent at 
the Rio Aigom Limited, East 
Kemptville open pit tin mine in Nova 
Scotia, where he was responsible for 
the geolog),, engineering and actual 
mmmg of the ore deposit. As Mine 
Manager, Premier Gold Project, Mr. 
Gregoire will be responsible for the 
operation of the company's newest 
mining development. Current re. 
serves from the Silbak Premier and 
Big Missouri mines, which make up 
the Premier Gold Project, will sup -~' 
ply the new mill for the next ten 
years. The'potential for new reserves 
is also encouraging. Gold and silver 
pt'o¢)uction is expectedto start in 
spnng 1989: 
Westmin Resources Limited, 
frith its head office in Calgary, is a 
diversified natural resource xplo- 
ration and development company 
with interests in' oil, natural gas, 
precious metals, base metals, coal 
and industrial minerals. 
f J  
forms being coin~ wafer or 
stocks of senior mining com- 
panies. 
McDonald was here to speak 
to the Chamber last year, arriv- 
ing the week Of ',Black. 
Monday" when world stock 
markets went into a tailspin and 
investors lost billions of dollars, 
She jokingly told the Chamber 
last week that she hoped this 
visit to Terrace: wouldn't 
precipitate another catastrophe, 
but then added that the night 
before the price of gold had 
dropped below $400 U.S. an 
ounce for the first time this year. 
Investment authorities, he said, 
think the price may go as low as 
$376 but no lower. 
Even with the price dropping 
somewhat, here is little concern 
on the part of mining companies 
operating in northwestern B.C. 
gold fields: they're all estimating 
production costs between $150 
and $200 an ounce, leavifig, a 
wide margin of profit. 
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"Gold is the currency of last 
resort." 
That's the way investment 
counsellor* Marylou McDonald 
describes the metal that's 
brought a recent mining boom 
to. the Northwest and pumped 
millions of dollars into the Ter, 
race economy over the past few 
years. 
McDonald, an account ex- 
ecutive with Vancouver's Odium 
Brown, was in,Terrace to speak 
tea  luncheon.meeting of the 
chamber Of Commerce. In an 
interview afterward shediscuss- 
ed the behavior of gold in rela- 
tion to the economy and the 
reasons it continues to h01d a 
special position in the hearts and 
minds of investors and in the 
overall affairs of global finance. 
"It's the hardcurrency; when 
paper, money iS worthless, gold 
is still left as a medium of ex- 
change," she explained. Using 
as an example the inflation that 
plagued. Germany in the years 
prior to World War II; when a 
wheelbarrow full of paper 
money was required to buy a 
loaf of bread, She lik.ened the 
penchant for gold to the sur -  
vivalist mentality that compels 
people to equip bomb shelters 
with canned foods and bottled 
water. If the world (financially) 
collapses, gold will still be a 
standard of value. 
There was a time in the not: 
too-distant past when most na- 
tional currencies were based on a 
gold standard, with the ~,alue of 
paper money having a direct 
relationship tO a country's gold 
reserves. Currencies are no 
Closer to home, development 
in the Stewart area holds a great 
deal of promise. By combining 
the Silbak Premier Mines and 
Big Missouri Gold properties to 
form the Premier Gold Project, 
the principals have a resource 
located approximately .20 
kilometers north of Stewart 
which is roughly equivalent in 
potential to Johnny Mountain. 
An open-pit operation produc- 
i.ng 2,000 tonnes of ore per day is 
anticipated to produce 660,000 
ounces, or $263 million in gold 
plus another 16.3 million 
ounces, or $1.8 million, in silver 
during its estimated 10.5 year 
life. 
According to the principals in 
the venture, • Westmin Resources 
Ltd., Silbak Premier Mines Ltd. 
and Canacord Resources Inc., 
production is scheduled to begin 
early next year, and based on 
current precious metal prices 
and exchange rates the average 
cash flow (before financing and  
taxes) is estimated at about $30 
million, eno.ugh to recover the 
capital investment costs in about 
2,5 years, 
Capital costs, excluding work- 
much promise. . 
In total, all this activity adds 
up to over $1 billion in gold pro- 
duction, less whatever is left. 
behind in exploration and pro-' 
duction costs and wages, in our 
immediate area between now 
and 1998. The question ow, as 
Jackman has pointed out, is just 
who isgoingto gainfr0m the  
dollars that are left behind. Or, 
where Will the service center for 
the  industry be located, and 
where will the families of those 
mine workers live? 
Jackman says that we Simply 
have to "get the word out" if 
we're going to compete. Due to 
significant improvements o the 
Terrace Airport in the past year, 
Jackman says, airline perform- 
ance has improved to the point 
where we are now competitive 
with any other northern com- 
munity - -  and the mining com- 
munity has to be told. He says 
this is already happening: with a 
new awareness of the mining 
potential, Terrace city council, 
the Chamber of Commerce and 
the regional district are all lob- 
bying hard. An area Where im- 
provement is still required 
however, is the upgrading of the 
Highway 37 Corridor in order to 
provide more economical ccess 
• continued on page 3 
New and stimulating ways of  thinking open up. 
New paths to be explored• Now is the time to 
reach out. 
Emphasis is on finances and possessions that you 
l lo ld  with others. Try to ease tile restrictions 
placed on you. 
Some relationships may come to an end. Diffi- 
culty in dealing with the tensions is just too much. 
Regulate your job in such a way tllat yon are not 
"done in"  at the end of the day. Ease up. 
A surprising turn of events add.~ an urgent note 
to the blissful romantic picture. Let the heart 
rule. 
Alterations and adjust ment sare experienced on 
the home front. Things will never be the same 
again• 
You meet important people inconnection with 
your community activities. They lend an air of 
prestige. 
Changes involving I he source of you r income are 
in the works. It would be well to economize. 
Increased Work and greater accomplishments put 
you into a more progressive pallern. Your inter- 
esls in li fe undergo Change. 
Sei'iou~ attention isdirected toward spirit ual dis- 
ciplineS. You may become involved in a secre- 
• tiveorgamzatmn.. 
0ur expectations are conditioned by tile groups 
we belong to, To make progress, we may have to 
change associates. 
Con flict with an authority figure could affect he 
way you make your living. New' opportunities 
open up. * 
. _ _  : , ,  . .  , .  . . .  • . . . . . . .  . 
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Carefully examining images in the dust, Cpl. Hollis of the 
Terrace RCMP detachment identification section searches 
for clues that might help identify the thief who stole an i1- 
luminated sign off the Pizza Hut's delivery vehicle in the 
early morning hours of Sept. 23. The sign was probably 
stolen as a "trophy", Hollis said. 
• ° . 
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Park I deve I, ,p m en delayed 
• Although the commission felt 
the club's 600 members had ade- 
quate .facilities .at the present 
time, they did agree that a need 
would exist in the future. For 
this reason,: they also recom- 
mended that park !and be reserv- 
Recommendations made at a 
recent meeting of the Terrace 
Advisory Parks and Recreation 
Commission fiave been sent to 
city council's Parks and Recrea- 
tion Committee for study and a 
final recommendation. I f  
ed for another two soccer fields 
and that Terrace Youth Soccer 
should, be given • the first oppor- 
tunity to develop them accord- 
ing to existing plans. --. 
• In addressingthe more im- 
mediate concerns of McConnell 
Ave. residents, the commission 
said that the city should install 
chain link fencing on the 
southern perimeter of the park 
to prevent people from using 
private property for access to the 
park and that a 50-foot decid- 
uous buffer zone should be com- 
pleted in order to reduce any 
noise originating in the park. 
They also recommended that 
the city build a change- 
room/washroom facility at 
Christy Park, and to address the 
more immediate •needs of Ter- 
adopted by council as submit- 
ted, there will be no further 
development of soccer fields at 
the park for at least four to five 
years, awashroom/changeroom 
facility will be constructed to 
Serve the existing fields, a pro- 
mised buffer zone will be install- 
ed on the south side of the field 
and there will be no clubhouse 
built in the area. 
When Terrace Youth Soccer 
president Don Highe met with 
the commission last week, he 
outlined the history and future 
plans for the park as agreed with 
the city but failedto convince 
the commission members that 
there is an immediate need for 
further development at the pre- 
sent time in light of existing soc- 
cer fields at local.schools. 
B.C, Transit to study local seniors' needs 
TERRACE - -  The city has 
decided to accept an offer from 
B,C. Transit's Small Communi- 
ty Systems Manager, Steve New, 
to review the city's existing 
custom transit resources and of- 
fer any suggestions to'improve 
delivery of seniors and disabled 
persons-  provided the review is' 
free. The offer Was made by  
New after being contacted by the 
city, Terrace and District Com- 
munity Services and the Terrace 
branch of the B.C. Old Age Pen- 
sioners Organization, all of 
whom expressed interest in pro- 
viding a "custom ''• service that 
would meet the needs of the 
city's special residents who had 
difficulty accessing regular bus 
services. 
New said a feasibility study, 
similar to the one conducted 
'pri6~ to the start-up of the con- 
ventional transit system in 1980, 
would analyze the demand for 
an on-call, door-to-door service 
and'the avaihble options. He 
adde d however, that there could 
be a delay in actual ly 
establishing such a service due to 
demand. He said there are 
already a large number of 
Outstanding requests for new 
transit services, and all new re- 
quests were being placed on 
hold. 
One locall, i'esident, Betty 
Stewart, program director for 
Terrace Home Support Services, 
doesn't fed the need can wait. In 
a letter to Premier Vander Zalm, 
Stewart•asks that the proces~ be 
sped u15 in order to meet local 
needs. She explains that there 
This is what was left of a construction vehicle that tangled with a freight train recently west 
of Terrace. The driver remains in stable condition at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
I~hot .  h r  ,.feb,line Cor tez  - -  
Derai Iment - -  continued from page 1 i , , i i 
goods (lumber and chips), 
product ion losses and 
materials and wages to re- 
build the track, he expects 
the total bill to be in the 
order of $1.5 •million. 
The private crossing where 
the accident occurred con- 
nected the road construction 
area with a gravel pit. 
are several residents who could 
use the service now and many 
seniors feel that '"Appropriate 
transportation is paramount in 
assisting them to acquire basic 
needs." : ' 
• f ;~ .  
In the meantime though, there 
may be an o~tion to fill the gap. 
An Expo Handi-Dart van,. 
donated to the Child Develop- 
ment Centre last year by Terrace 
Chrysler with assistance from 
ithe Rotary Club, has since been 
loaned to Terraceview Lodge 
through an agreement between 
the two boards. And according 
to a Terraceview representative, 
although the van is used exten- 
sively by the lodge it is also 
available, by appointment o 
groups representing seniors or 
disabled persons at a cost of on- 
ly $3 per hour including a driver. 
She said the Chrysler van has 
space for three wheelchairs, but 
they are looking for something 
larger. In  the meantime, 
however, she says the van is 
available and is a valuable com- 
munity asset. 
warnings from two flag- installing temporary rail 
persons to stop just before panels on the site. He expects 
the collision occurred. The the track rebuilding process 
flagpersons were employees to require at least three 
of a private contractor doing weeks. 
roadbuilding work in the Firm damage stimates are 
area. not yet available, Menard 
Train traffic was inter- said, but based on equipment 
rupted on the line for about loss - -  probably one ioco- 
48 hours, and Menard said it motive and 13 freight cars - -  
was eventually restored by insurance claims against 
Mines - -  continued from page 2 
to the Stewart/Iskut area. ment: with the various mining 
Andy Webber, the Kitimat- companies on a "settlement 
9 ,  Stikine Regional District's strategy . In other words, hay- 
economic development officer ing workers live in and commute 
points out ~nother area where, from existing communities such 
work is still required ~ agree- as TerraCe rather than ,building 
townsites at the mine. "It would 
be no different than having a 
hundred new jobs right down- 
town,"• says Webber, "depen- 
ding on how they organize the 
scheduling of  their workers," 
race Youth Soccer the city and 
school  board should work 
together to upgrade existing 
school fields. 
A final resolution made by the 
commission recommended that 
the Terrace Rugby Club not .be 
permitted to construct a 
clubhouse at Christy Park, but 
this was later withdrawn, and it 
was decided that the club should 
be first invited to present heir 
proposal to the commission for 
consideration. ~ ~ 
Government 
back at work 
After ten days of virtual shUt- 
down provinc!al government 
services in Terrace and other 
areas.of B.C. have returned to 
full operation. Striking members 
of the B.C. Government Em- 
.ployees Union voted 81.06 per- 
cent last weekend in favor of a 
new three-year collective agree- 
ment. 
There was still a degree of 
disruption Monday as employ- 
ees of the B.C. Buildings Cor- 
poration, the workers respon- 
sible for maintaining provincial 
government buildings, remained 
off the job, but reports early 
yesterday indicated that a ten- 
tative agreement was reached. ' 
One of the significant features 
of the now-ratified :agreement 
addresses the rights of employ- 
ees affected by privatization. 
Employees who choose to 
work for a private employer are 
also given protection: they'~an 
reapply for work with the~ gov- 
ernment within twelve months 
without losing seniority, with 
the private employment treated 
as continued tenure; if a privati- 
zation employer loses a contract 
after three years, the govern- 
ment will ensure that the em- 
ployees affected gain work with 
the next contractor or that the 
employees have the right to bid 
back into government service. 
• Wages, the issue over which 
the BCGEU struck, will go up 
an average of 20 percent over the 
three-year period of the agree- 
ment. 
 ver 
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Misty River Books will host 
The Terrace Writers' Guild 
in a public reading 
from their new book, 
North west Sketches 
Tuesday, October 4, at 7 p.m. 
in the Misty .River Books store 
4606 • Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Refreshments will be served and everyone is 
invited to attend. For more information call 
635-4428 
[ ]  I 
I I  
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Something to cheer about 
Tomorrow will be a day a high drama and celebra- 
tion for Terrace, but once the ceremonial :aspects to 
launch the Starship sawmill are over that opening will 
leave a. lasting legacy for the community: economic 
stability. 
The event has sent reverberations all the way to Vic' , 
toria, tremors trong enough to bring Premier Vander 
Zalm up here for the first time since the Social Credit 
leadership campaign prior to the last election. He got- 
tenthe lion's share of thepublicity, but the real Star 
of the show will be arriving quietly aboard a private 
jet and remaining in town for only about three hours: 
George Petty, the man who had the vision and the 
confidence in this region to go all out in rehabilitating 
the disaster we used to call our local forest industry. 
Petty's company, Repap, for the benefit of those 
who are not already aware of it, is "paper" spelled 
backwards. That combined with the divisional name 
Skeena Cellulose is strongly indicative that pulp and 
paper, not lumber, is the company's primary product. 
When Repap took over the old Pohle mill, the Watson 
Island pulp operation, and the fiber supply in TFL#1 
from Westar, local residents could be forgiven if they 
feared that the Terrace sawmill would wind up a poor 
and neglected cousin to the Prince Rupert pulp mill. A 
couple of years and $42 million later, those fears have 
been laid permanently to rest. 
The complementary market rends between lumber 
and pulp (one tends to go up.when the other declines), 
combined with a wood resource in the region that 
averages a 50-50 mix of pulp logs and saw logs, ap- 
pear to be made to order for a company like Repap. 
The mystery is that the previous owner found the 
same operation economically unfeasible. 
The entire board of directors for Repap, along with 
an astonishing number of their overseas customers, are 
converging on Terrace for this event, and if nothing 
else that's a convincing indication of the high regard 
in which they hold this area. 
One local resident Who has worked in the woods 
since the day TFL#1 was created, and who had no 
love for the previous operators, said recently that 
George Petty is the best thing that ever happened to 
this city. The importance of a stable primary industry 
for the well-being of Terrace cannot be overstated, 
and in view of Repap's commitment to this area, we 
think that woodworker is probably right. 
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Will the real Liberals 
come out of the closet 
! 
" c  
by Victoria correspondent 
Mark Collins 
The British Columbia Liberal 
Party is caught in a classic 
Catch-22 situation. People 
won't vote for Liberal can- 
didates until the party gets 
some credibility, blit they can- 
not get that credibility until 
more people vote for them. 
The latest innovation from 
their leader is not likely to 
change that, but it is at least 
refreshing. He has called a 
leadership convention for the 
spring of 1989. He has not 
resigned his title but has 
challenged all contenders to 
fight him for it- in the new 
year. 
In the Social Credit Party 
that step would be themark of 
a real dare-devil as there is a 
substantial list of potential 
leadership contenders waiting 
in the wings. The NDP seems 
happier with Mike Harcourt 
than some Socreds are with Bill 
Vander Zalm, but an NDP 
leadership convention would 
certainly attract a few can- 
didates. With the Liberals 
there's no guarantee that " 
anyone lse wants the leader- 
ship. 
Remember Jev Tothill, • 
Shirley McLoughlin and Art 
Lee? They are all former 
leaders of the provincial 
Liberals. I would normally.• 
have mentioned the name of 
the current leader earlier in this 
column, but l left the name 
Gordon Wilson until now to  " 
give many readers a chance to 
realize for themselves that they 
don't know the name of the 
man who has led the B.C. 
Liberal Party for almost a 
year. Wilson does not represent 
a large enough group of people 
for the news media to call on 
him for cerementon a regular 
basis, so he's stuck in relative 
obscurity. The Liberals are so 
used to this game of revolving 
leaders that his party stationary 
reads ,OFFICE OF THE 
LEADER" but doesn't actually 
say what'his name is. 
Wilson says this leadership 
convention idea is not "a veiled 
attempt to recreate the Scored 
Party under the Liberal 
banner". He sounds incere, 
but what he hopes will happen 
will not be very different from 
exactly that. 
Wilson admits that either the 
Social Credit Party or the New 
Democratic Party must falter if 
the Liberals are to succeed. He 
says the Socreds have already 
collapsed to the point that they 
could not win an election, so 
the time is right to re,open the 
party to the people who repre- 
sent the "formidable middle- 
ground potential" of the 
Liberal Party. 
Liberal polling results ay a 
majority of British Columbians 
believe the NDP will win the 
next election, not because o f  
positive policies but by default 
in an anti-Sacred environment, 
Wilson says he is drawing from 
the expertise of  traditional 
NDP and Sacred supporters tO 
form a policy platform that ~ 
B[ 
will transform the Liberals hit6 :',: 
a realalternative. . . . . . . .  
Popular policies are nice'to 
have but the other parties 
shamelessly steal them, so the 
Liberals also need some high 
profile people to run as Liberal 
candidates. Some of the current 
group of Scored MLAs could 
fall into that category. 
I haven't been searching for 
dissident MLAs, but the Social 
Credit Party of the late 19"/0's 
and the 1980's is composed of 
three groups. There are the 
federal Conservatives, the 
federal Liberals and the true 
Socreds. Former Liberals like 
Mel Couvelier, Jack Davis and 
Vander Zalm himself run under 
the Sacred banner because it is 
a much easier oute into 
cabinet where the real decisions 
are made than the long difficult 
task of rebuilding the prown- 
cial Liberal Party. • 
There are probably several 
others who would feel quite 
comfortable running under the 
Liberal banner if they thought 
the party had a better chance 
than the Socreds, There's no 
quick answer, though, because 
the three recent cabinet 
• dissidents don':t f it. Brian 
Smith and Stephen Rogers are 
from the federa.l Conservative 
group while Grace McCarthy is'. 
one of the true Socreds. 
The Social Credit Party 
would be in serious trouble if 
an election was held this fall 
but that's nothing new. Bill 
Bennett was also thought o be 
in trouble during the first two 
years of each of his three man- 
dates. 
Premier Vander Zalm : :  ~ ..... . 
doesn't need to go back to the 
voters forthree more years;  ~- ~ ..... • 
That's more t 
to  resolve his 
he doesn't) th 
waiting, • 
/ ; i ;  : . . . . .  • 
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Morethan a cam.p.aign needed 
SHOULD ~o the Editor; butter, but there are far too thinking about things like INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC .I would like to comment on many of the attitude that if you seminars for businesses and 
BE  RESTRICTED TO SPECIF IC  the"Buy Local'"carnpaign that visit their establishment it's employees so as to impress upon 
is being launched by the okay, and if you don't it's still them that people have feelings 
STREETS WITHINTHE Chamber of Commerce. Thcob- okay. and that they want nothing more 
_ , , , . _ . . _ , , .~  jective of the program is to pro- I feel that the Chamber of than recognition and respect, 
C iTY  mote an awareness of the Commerce must be concerned and are not looking for 
.., benefits of buying locally, and go beyon.d Terrace dollars something for nothing. 
. . . .  ' A few years back I saw these and plane trips if they want us to Andy Nabess 
words on the back of an buy locally. They should, be Terrace 
employee's check stub from a 
hotel back east, which read Suggestion fo r  v a n d a l s  "Please be courteous to our 
patrons, it is because of them 
that we have a payroll." This To the Editor; car fields be rationalized? 
probably says it all. I don't understand the men- Are the people responsible for 
There are some businesses tality of people who va.ndalize, this damage that ignorant to 
whose employees realize that the How can the damage done to the consider such behavior fun? 
buying public is their bread and Arena hillside and the local soc- Do they have no pride in 
themselves? No pride in their 
town? Thanks from lady golfers It saddensandaggravatesme 
when vandals damage or destroy 
To the Editor; Ladies Open Tournament held work done to make this town 
On behalf of the Skeena on July 9 and 10 and the Ladies have more character. 
Valley Ladies Go l f  Club, I Club Championship held Sept. I wish people who like to 
would like to express our sincere 10 and 11 enjoyed tremendous destroy things would at least 
appreciation and thanks to all success, have .the human decency to 
the businesses, merchants and Thank you sincerely, destroy their own property and 
Shamsher Thandi " club members ~ho so generously leave Terrace to those who are 
• No. The: streets are for Michael Wang donatcdto ur golf tournament. A. Cox, proud of it.  
vehicles and trucks are Yes. I live in a school zone It is through their donations, in- Tournament chairperson Hedy Brouwer, 
vehicles - -  so it doesn't  real- and it's just too dangerous, rarest and help that our recent Terrace Terrace. 
IF matter, 
. . . .  Give the disabled a chance to rise 
To the Editor; persons earning $500 can expect an underground existence with 
A recent conference a t  to gain no more than that no hopeofsurfacingtoimprove 
Naramata, near Penticton, i by amount, their lifestyles." 
the B.C.Coalition of the Disabl- Handicapped peopl e can Both federal and provincial 
ed (BCCD) on adaptive techn~l- understand these rules applying governments have seen to it that 
ogy: the road to employment to jobless people on welfare who the handicapped are kept poor 
and recreation was only a may be deemed "able bodied", and are forced to live in a sub- 
display of optimism .among but who for lack of education sistence level. 
hardship, injustice and political and economic reasons have been Parties like the Socreds, the 
ignorance, without work. Society is always Conservatives, Liberals and 
-Two Terrace residents attend- railing against these people, who others are completely out to 
ed the conference, but the death are told they should be given lunch when it comes to the plight 
sentence of poverty still lingered shovels and forced into labor of the handicapped. Skeena 
in the air as they drove out of camp work c.onditions. MLA Dave Parker was listed as 
that tiny United Church subdivi- When the BCCD came to Tar- the Secretary of State for the 
sion on Okanagan Lake. race in the spring to seek new Disabled, but none of the BCCD 
One of  the keynote statements members there were no facilities members at Naramata had ever 
Jack V/ebb at the conference was that for the handicapped to hold a heard of him. 
Yes, I'm not involved, but if Bruce Graydon disabled people's only hope was meeting. They held a meeting at If any readers think that I am 
I lived on a street like Yes. I don't think you can that more and more people will, the college and the one handi- being unfair to these political 
Halliwell I would probably be restrict it from the main over the years to come, become capped person who showed up parties, let the party leadership 
arteries but you certainly can disabled themselves and learn was forced to pay $10 for a taxi. change the regulations allowing 
one of the first ones to com- plain. The politicians don't from residential streets and what it is like to beshoved aside That $10 was out of his $i50 the handicapped to have part- 
school zones, and ignored with extreme pre- food allowance for that month, time work so they can rise at 
care -- but if they lived on • judice, The general apathy is not on least to the poverty line. They 
one of those streets I don't People are generally shocked the part of handicapped people have the power - -  we do not[ 
think there would be any to learn that people who receive but it is because the handicapped Brian Gregg 
:problem. Rhonda Fedderson disability pensions from both inTerrace have been forced into Terrace 
Norm Frank , Yes. The major i ty of the the federal Progressive Censer- 
Yes. Other than Hwy,  16, streets shouldn't be usedbut vative government and the pro. ' 
industrial traffic should be the main ones should. I think vincial Socred government are :,~ ..... 
restr icted to streets  like ' they should use the main penalized for trying to improve 
Keith and Kenney where the streets and bypass residen- their lot in life. 
industrial centers are. tial areas. Both persons who attended Mutua l  Group  ,i,,v/.~6s 
• the conference receive roughly Skeena Mall. Terrace 
" ~ $450 a month in pension funds. 635-2387, or drop by: 
The consequence of trying to Men. to Sat. 9:30 to 6:00 
C a n a d i a n  Opera Company earn a few extra dollars on the Fri. til 9:00 
~'ederal program means being Frcmk Don=hue 
to per form in Nor thwest  .o=.,o,ol. on, off from all 
future funding. This makes it 
impossible for recipients to rise We Prov ide  an overv iew of  F inancia l  Needs :  
The Prince Rupert Perform- only six appearances in British above' the poverty line and , Net Worth .* Financial Goals 
Estate ~ Disability Needs 
ingArts Centre Society will pre- Columbia. means all opportunity for part , Retirement ~r Tax Planning 
sent, for the first time in the new Full sets, period costumes, 14 time employment is thwarted by , Cash Flow , Objectives 
facility, a professional opera voices from the Toronto-based government regulations. Fee: $35. Estate Plans and Financial Blueprints from $85. 
company and symphony arches- opera company, and members Those on the provincial side 
tra this season in the 19th can- of the Victoria Symphony will are completely discouraged to We Offer competitive financial Instruments 
tury classic; "The Tales of Heft- be combined in an unusual eve- show any incentive to reach the ~t Life Insurance -- Term g Cash Accumulation 
man". The 1988 fall tour of the ning of entertainment on Friday, poverty line, which is set at , Disabil ity- General g Designed Plans 
production will mark the first November 25. about $750 (per. month) in to- -k Deposits -- 30 day through 5 years 
appearance by the Canadian ~ , Tax Plans ' Pension & Education 
Opera Company in western For further information, call day's society. These people are treated like welfare recipients ,k Group Benefits - Dental, Health & RRSP 
Canada in 10 years, The engage- the Performing Arts Centre at and are cut back after they earn ~ Investment Funds Diversifund g Stock 
merit in Prince Rupert is dueof  =: 627,8888, . . . . . . . . .  more than $50. HandiCapped ' 
6 
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If you're going to make.- an 
l e t te  " ome . . .  C( mmen  - -  byStephanle 
In these days of pre-nuptial 
agreements, common-law mar- 
riages, and palimony suits, one 
aspect of a prospective couple's 
personal inventory should be 
carefully investigated before any 
legal merger is entered into: 
eggs. This may seem a petty 
issue to uninvolved parties, but 
as an experienced married per- 
son, I can tell you, it's important 
to get this settled as early in the 
relationship as possible. 
I married my husband with 
starry eyes, thinking I knew him 
and his quirks fairly well. Now, 
after eleven years of marriage, I 
realize I knew nothing at all. I 
was naive enough to think that 
love would conquer all, but I 
didn't know how fussy he was 
about his eggs then. 
The yolks must be soft, gently 
i 
they exploded (the eggs, not the 
children). But as they grew, they 
acquired a snooty gourmet taste 
for Daddy,s eggs. "LetDaddy 
cook 'era! I want Daddy to!" 
the ungrateful beasties would 
whine. 
..... we even had breakfast discus- 
sions about his. "Mommy, why 
can't you cook eggs like 
D; ddy?" 
"Cause I don't want to." End 
of discussion. 
It's unnerving to watch a man 
and two children pick at their 
eggs like baby birds. They 
carefully cut around the yolk, 
testing the membrane for correct 
softness, as  i f  
breakfasting atthe Hye 
cy. I smash mine witl 
mix it up and spread it 
as if I'm eating at a 
camp. We really sho~ 
sitting together. 
If our marriage last: 
years of this breakfas~ 
and the children grey 
leave home, I plan t_ : 
center for pre-marital counsell- 
ing. And I know just how I'll 
greet my clients: "Hello. I'm 
your counsellor. Glad to meet 
you -- how do you like your 
eggs?" 
Dick Kilbom, Director o f  Business Careers at Northwest 
Community College, recently presented Cindy Harvey with 
an award frorn the Certified General Accountants Associa- 
tion of British Columbia. Cindy was tlie top graduate inlhe 
Business Administration program at the College., 
coddled under the steam of the 
frying pan lid, while the whites 
should be thoroughly cooked, 
without any crisp edges. You 
must never flip the egg, never 
cook over high heat, and never 
break a yolk. 
My own eggs can be thrown 
into a hot pan from six feet 
away. If the yolk breaks, if the 
edges crisp, if the entire egg 
turns into a blob of hot rubber, 
so be i t . I  mush it all up after- 
wards, anyway. You can see 
how this difference can strain a 
marriage, , 
Early in our-marriage, this 
obsessive gg perfection got on 
my nerves. In a defiant moment, 
I vowed not to cook any more 
spousal eggs. Fine, the matter 
was settled. I cooked mine, he 
cooked his. Then the children 
came along. 
As babies, they were happy 
with my "slap-dash-char 'em" 
methods. Sometimes I'd scram- 
ble them, toss them into the 
microwave, and cook them 'til 
Cat dumping 
continues 
According to Thornhi l l  
Animal Control Officer Charlie 
Meek, the incidence of abandon- 
ed cats and kittens in the area 
has declined to a degree but con- 
tinues to be a problem. There 
have been more than two dozen 
incidents this summer alone 
where cats have been left on the 
highway, abandoned at the 
Thornhill dump, left in card- 
board bo>:es at the door of the 
Animal Shelter or, in one case, 
thrown from a moving vehicle. 
Meek says that abandoning 
unwanted animals is an offence 
under the Criminal Code of 
Canada and even though the 
situation seems to be improving, 
'hesays he is still monitoring it 
very closely. He asks that 
anyone witnessing animal aban- 
donment report it to the RCMP 
or the shelter and charges will be 
laid. 
He says that even though 
there is a small fee for residents 
bringing unwanted animals into 
the shelter, it is much more 
humane than abandonment, He 
suggests that an even better solu- 
tion is for pet owners to have 
"their animals payed or neutered 
and avoid the problem in the 
first place, " " 
Terrace hosts regional BCMHP meeting, 
Terrace hosted the annual advocacy advisor, and was in Robert Lui came in from Bennett identified the key issue 
regional meeting of the BCMHP 
Sept. 10 weekend. British Co- 
lumbians for Mentally Handi- 
• capped People is a provincial 
federation of groups that pro-' 
vide services and advocate for 
the rights of persons with mental 
handicaps, Jean Bennett ex- 
plained. 
Bennett is the BCMHP's self- 
Laurie: Thain 
to sing here 
Terrace's own Laurie Thain 
will be in Terrace. Saturday, 
October I, performing at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The performance is sponsored 
by Theatre Alive with the 
assistance of Skeena Cellulose, 
and the $7 tickets are available 
at Sight and Sound. The evening 
also includes guest performer 
Romy Maikapar. 
Thain has two albums to her 
credit, as well as numerous net- 
work TV performances includ- 
ing two appearances on the 
Tommy Hunter Show. She was 
raised in Terrace and later mov- 
ed sou[h to attend UBC. She is 
currently based in Mission, B.C. 
. . . . . .  h 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR...  
i :.?2,:: : .  / 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE . . .  
This emblem identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
Terrace for the self-advocacy 
workshop for area residents with 
mental handicaps. "They learn 
about their rights, talk about 
what's happening in their com- 
munities, and look at how they 
can work together to improve 
the opportunities available," 
Bennett said. 
Terrace resident April Woods 
said workshop articipants alk- 
ed about living on their own, 
ways to achieve that goal, and 
the right to have their own place. 
They also talked about work. "I 
am going to be working at a day 
care centre, during Mothers' 
Time Out," Woods said. The 
one,morning-a-week job~ started 
this week. : :.' 
• T,' 
Kitimat for the workshop. He 
defines self-advocacy as people 
"making their own decisions 
about what they want to do," 
for example, moving to another 
city for a job. 
Meetings continued with a re- 
gional gathering, with represen- 
tatives from local associations, 
Social Services and Housing 
staff, parents and self.advocates 
from Smithers, Kitimat, Prince 
as getting integrated education 
into the public schools particu- 
larly getting special needs stu- 
dents into regular classrooms. 
What is needed to achieve this 
goal includes "overcoming atti- 
tudes, so that people can see the 
benefits of integration, and pro- 
viding adequate support in the 
classroom," Having a teachers' 
aide working one-to-one with a 
handicapped student can mean 
Smithers, Kitimat, Prince the student is isolated within the 
Rupert and Terrace in ~ttep' classroom. Instead, Bennett sug- 
, ,r gested, freeing up the teachers' dance. Discussions focused oK "/! " . 
services, education, and support tzme so they can work m- 
for families, dividually with both handi- 
The following day,s all-day capped and regular students 
w0rksh0p 'was entitled' "Par: w0uld be a better moddof  in- 
ents... Partners in Education". ~egration. 
I f  you wish to announce 
the birth of YOURbaby, please fill out the form 
available in the ma'ternity ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. We icill pick up your forms every week. 
PENNER - -  Robert and Barbara arevery pleased to an- 
nounce the birth of their son Mark Robert John, weighing 
6 Ibs. 5 oz., on August 29, 1988. Proud grandparents are 
John and Joan Wright and Mrs. Olga Penner. 
GRATTON - -  Garry and Debbie (nee Bartlett) joyfully an, 
nounce the birth of their first child, a daughter - -  Cecile 
Renee, born at Mills Memorial. Hospital, Terrace, B.C. at 
8:50 p.m., Sept. 15, 1988, weighing 7 Ib s. even. Proud 
grandparents are Cecil and Dorothy Bartlett of Terrace, 
and Sadie Gratton of North Bay, Ont. A very special 
thanks to Dr. L. Almas and all the helpful nurs,ng staff. 
~ 1~~~~~ 24-hour Phone ~~)  ~ 
: ] L~ @ ~  (604)635.4080 (:~:i~: 
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in the community. 
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Destination of federal literacy funds unknown 
' ; :iWhatwill the $110 million for 
literacy programs l recently an- 
• nounced:byPrime Minister Mul- 
roney mean for Terrace? Secre- 
tary of State LucienlBouchard 
said that only one or two miilion 
dollars annually had been ear- 
marked for the problem, until a 
major Study by Southam News 
showed 24 per cent of canadians 
are functioiially illiterate. About 
~17 percent of B.C. re.sidentsll 
can't read the instructions on a 
medicine bottle, fill in a job ap- 
plication form,~or do some of 
the other basic tasks necessary to
function well in our print-based 
society. 
by Charlynn Toews 
The federal government an- 
nounced earlier this month that 
$12 million will be available for 
the first of the five-year pro- 
gram, about half of which will 
go to joint federal-provincial 
programs. In B.C., the provin- 
cial and federal governments are 
splitting $225,000. 
This money will be divided 
~imong four projects: the Adult 
Literacy Contact Centre, located 
in Delta; Literacy Learners' 
Conferences; and two new in- 
itiatives, Literacy in the 
workplace and a volunteer tutor 
evaluation instrument. There's 
also a 16-member edvisory 
group with the mandate to 
design a provincial strategy to :Another 45 percent of the 
deal with the problem of adult federal government's funding is 
literacy in thepro~nce. ' targeted fo r  non-government, 
Terrace's literacy progr~ns private and  volunteer'literacy. 
are avaiiable through the North- groups, but Noonan was told 
west Community College and its that although local groups can 
"The average person will have seven totally dif- 
~' ferent jobs in a lifetime, and if you can't read, 
it is difficult to retrain." ' 
, ]ohn Noonan,:AdultBasic 
: : . . . .  :~: EducationDirector,: NwCc.,: 
many programs. In her opinion, 
the money should be spent "in 
the direct delivery of programs, 
where people" don't have as 
much access to materials, as op- 
posed to spending it on ad- 
ministrati0n."' 
Noonan hopes the funding 
will go to grassroots organiza- 
tions, where it's needed; there is 
so much to do, he says, especial- 
ly in the Nortl~west. "For years 
people could function, and sup- 
port their families at a upper- 
middle class level, without 
Adult Basic Education (ABE) 
program. Classes, also include 
English as a second language, 
job preparation, upgrading, 
high school equivalency tests, 
and a tutorial service. ABE 
director John Noonan said he 
wasn't sure exactly where the 
money would be going, "but 
hopefully not for more studies." 
He commented on some of the 
projects proposed for B.C. 
"The Learners' Conferences are 
Very worthwhile in larger centers 
where there are many programs 
available. The workplace project 
may have difficulty getting off 
the ground, because the employ- 
ee will have to say, 'Excuse me, 
boss --  I can't read or write'." 
He Said the college already has 
an evaluation instrument for 
volunteer tutors, one developed 
in Alberta, that they find very 
useful. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be 
held on Thursday, October 6, 1988 at the Thornhill 
Community Centre commencing at 7:30 p.m. to receive 
submissions from all persons who deem their interests 
to • be affected by the proposed bylaw: "Regional 
District of Kitimat.Stikine Electoral Area E and 
Specified Portion of Electoral Area C Zoning Bylaw No. 
37, Amendment Bylaw No. 268, 1988." This is the 
second Public Hearing in regards to this rezoning 
application. 
In general terms, the purpose of this amending bylaw 
is to redesignate the parcel described as Lot 1, Block 8, 
Plan 6734, District Lot 989, Range 5, Coast District, 
from the High Density Rural (R1) zone to the 
Neighbourhood Commercial (NC) zone. 
MO~,TI-I 
I 
aPply, the college is considered 
government and therefore is not 
eligible. He encouraged other 
Terrace groups to apply, saying 
the college would offer support 
in the way of helping to set up 
and in training literacy tutors. 
These federal funds (through 
Secretary o f  State) cannot be 
used for instructional purposes: 
education is under provincial 
jurisdiction. Noonan expects 
funding might be provided for a 
paid co-ordinator, but the tutors 
themselves would be volunteers. 
Cherie Layne is the resource 
co-ordinator at Delta's Adult 
Literacy Contact centre. •The 
center provides information 
about literacy statistics and pro- 
grams in the province. She said 
having tutors on a voluntary 
basis is already common for 
reading and writing, for example 
in logging and at Alcan. But 
now those jobs are changing, 
becoming more mechanized. 
The average person will. have 
seven totally different jobs in a 
lifetime, and if you can't read, it 
is difficult o retrain." 
Noonan said illiteracy is not 
assigned to any particular in- 
come group, nationality, or 
ethnic group: it's across the 
whole strata. He says he knows 
of well-paid individuals who 
can't read their paystubs; of suc- 
cessful entrepreneurs who :have 
fantastic long-term memories 
and other technique s to hide 
their lack of reading. :
Memorial bursary awarded 
Hospital, and she has also earn- 
ed Australian accreditation as a 
registered midwife. 
The memorial bursary honors 
the memory of Nora Langely. 
She was a senior nurse at the- 
Skeena Health Unit in Terrace 
who worked hard to improve 
continuing education for nurses. 
She died January 18, 1977, 
following a car accident. Since 
1978, donations from indivi- 
duals and Northwest chapters of 
the Registered Nurses Associa- 
tion of B.C. have funded the 
bursary. 
Margaret Miskelly was 
presented with the Nora Langley 
Memorial Bu~sary recently, to 
continue her studies leading to a 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing. 
$300 is awarded annually to a 
Registered Nurse working in the 
Skeena Health District who is 
taking a course related to nurs- 
ing, Carol Harrison explained. 
Miskelly's tudies this year are 
focusing on epidemiology, the 
study of disease processes. Her 
course is being taken through 
UBC's distance ducation pro- 
gram. She currently works at the 
obstetrics unit at Mills Memorial 
"Let's Talk 
% 
about 
Terrace 
and 
District" 
\ 
Submissions from the public in respect of proposed 
Bylaw No. 268 will be received up to and during the 
public hearing. 
The proposed bylaw may be inspected at the offices of 
the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, 300 -- 4545 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., from 
Monday through Friday. For further information, phone 
635-7251. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
9128o 
On Thursday, 
' p temb . . , , . . o  Se er 29th 
., ,.,.,., ,. , . , , , . ,  f 1988. . .  
- ,  ~ ~.., , Premier Bill Vander Zalm~will be in Terrace to meet with 
-~ residents, business people and municipal officials on ~,!i; 
-~-; ' i~ i~~ ~ "  " Thursday, September 29th. _ 
) ~~"q@'  Everyone is i~vited to a "Town Hall" meeting at the : i i ~! 
~ " Caledonia Senior Secondary School, 3605 Munroe Street 
from 7:30-9:00 p.m. to meet the Premier and discuss issues 
of concern in the area. 
Province of British Columbia 
For further information 
contact he office of 
Marilyn Davies 
at 635-4215 
i i i 
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Volleyball; girls 
i 
. 
rebu Iding team 
Weakened by the loss of his oct. 29 weekend has Ker- 
top three players from last year,• modes at North Vancouver for 
coach Clayton Lloyd-Jones of the Sutherland Invitational. This 
the Terrace Caledonia Kermode one features the top eight teams 
girls', high school volleyball team from the previous year. 
expects the 1988-89 season to be There's a third possibility," 
more of a rebuilding year. Lloyd-Jones said. "We won the 
Kermodes placed fifth last Vanderhoof Classic last year 
year at the B.G. high school and we'll probably be invited 
championships for senior double back. We have to get a confirm- 
'AA' teams, ed date -- hopefully in early 
"We're not anywhere near as November." 
strong as we were last year," he The zone schedule shows 
told us. "And with a shorter Prince Rupert hosting the zone 
season we really don't have the finals on the Nov. 19 weekend. 
i i  
opportunity to strengthen our 
mixture of new and old talent." 
Overall, • Kermodes• lost four 
starters fom last year, including S C h e d u i e 
his three provincially-recognized 
players. He has two returning 
starters in Cheryl Blanes and s e t  f o r  
Denis Kluss. The other '87-88 
player back on the roster is 
Monica Ranter. K e r m o d e s  Filling out the remainder of 
the team are Wendy Biffle, 
Krista Soules, Christy LeBlond, The Caledonia Kermode boys 
Alisha Lloyd-Jones, Denise senior high school basketball 
Cam, Tin Ansco, Jessie Carroll, season doesn't start until 
Alix Copeland, Reneta Spear- December, but coach Phil 
man, and Jackie Neufeld. Letham already has his major 
As for out-of-town major series lined up for the year. 
tournaments, not including zone Kermodes kick off their 
playdays, Kermodes' first is Oct. season in early December ,when 
8 weekend at University of Vie- they travel to Salmon Arm for 
toria where 28 teams will corn- the treasure tournament. During 
pete. It will be Kermodes fourth the Christmas break, they'll be 
year in a row at UVic and all the at Coquitlam for the Centennial 
top B.C. teams will be on hand. Centaurs eries. 
The month of February has 
Kermodes taking part in the 
.qP.hnl r. hin tourney at the Fraser 
V V  II I V l  ~ I I V l  I l f i r  
Valley. 
One of B.C.'s top teams --  
f O r w re  s t  I e r the Richmond Colts -- will be in 
People wondering what hap- 
pened to all the money raised 
during this year's Olympic torch 
relay across Canada will be hap- 
py to learn that at least one per- 
son from this area is a recipient 
of funds raised. 
Heath Bolster o f  Smithers, 
who's entering his first year at 
Simon Fraser University, has 
won a $2,000 scholarship in 
recognition of his athletic and 
scholastic achievements. 
The talented junior wrestler, 
touted as one of the best in 
Canada, received the. money 
from the Olympic Torch Relay 
Legacy Fund. He has also won a 
Premier's Award for Excellence 
by achieving an 'A' average in 
Grade 12 provincial exams. 
Bolster is expected to be a con- 
tender for Canada's team in the 
1992 Olympics in Spain. 
Another well known Smithers 
athlete --  Trish Davidson -- has 
fully recovered from shin frac- 
tures and will return to the na- 
tional ski development eam 
next week. Davidson suffered 
her injuries at the Aspen World 
Cup race in the spring, and took 
all summer to recover. To in- 
crease her energy and endurance 
as a cure for a hyp0glycemie 
condition, Trish now takes a 
higher protein diet combined 
with,a six-meal day. She leaves. 
for Austria next week with the 
national team, but expects to ski 
.with the,B:.C, teamthiswinter. 
Terrace about mid.February for 
some exhibition games. 
• As for Kermodes northwest 
zone tournament involving 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert 
teams, both the girls and boys 
are hosting that series on the 
Dec. 9 weekend. 
Kermode boys haven't started 
workouts as yet, but it will be a 
rebuilding year with several 
starters from last~season moving 
out. :~ 
Kitimat 
curling 
s gn-up 
There's still openings for in- I 
dividuals and teams to take part 1 in Kitimat's once-a-week curling program this winter at the old 
ice rink. 
Those not registered can do so 
on Monday, Oct. 3 at 6 p.m. at 
the ice rink when organizers 
hold a registration and curling 
fun night. The get-acquainted 
social will sign up curlers on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
Figures on numbers registered 
so far are not available, but 
we're informed that curling will 
start on Monday, Oct. 17. 
The expans ion  pro ject  for the Ter race  swimming pool,.in the works for more than a year, is 
still in limbo. Mayor Jack Talstra said Monday that ciw council wants to maKe a decision 
before the end of October on whether the Expo Legacy project will go ahead, and if so in 
what form. 
High school sports get started 
The high school sports season Valley, but lost a pair to five-win, no-loss mark to beat 
got underway last weekend with 
action in cross-country running 
and volleyball. 
Caledonia Kermode senior 
girls travelled to Smithers for 
tournament play and wound up 
in second place behind the host 
Smithers team. 
Kermodes posted wins over 
Houston, Hazelton and Bulkley 
Smithers in close matches. 
Smithers took first with only one 
loss, with Kermodes runnerup, 
Hazelton third, Houston fourth 
and Bulkley Valley fifth. 
In junior boys and girls 
volleyball at Kitimat, Thornhill 
won the boys' side while the 
girls' side went to Kitwanga. 
Thornhill boys recorded a 
Jones wins junior golf 
Johnny Jones has won the 
Skeena Valley Golf Club's 
junior championship for the 
second year in a row. 
The tall blond shot a 165, in- 
eluding one nine-hole score of 
36, to capture the annual 36-hole 
event this past •weekend. The 
overall ow net score of 122 was 
turned in by Morton Fedderson. 
Rod Epp, with a 168, was run- 
nerup to Jones and winner of 
low gross in the. championship 
flight. Johnny's brother Davey 
won the championship flight's 
low net with a 153. 
In the first flight, Kevin 
Oates' 194 won him gross• 
honors. Harold Fedderson's 154 
was good enough for low net. 
Shane De Jong won gross in 
the second flight while net went 
to Rod Melnnes. 
For the girls' flight, Lisa 
Smith won gross and Cathy Dix- 
on won net. 
out Kitwanga (4-and-l). Kitimat 
'A' was third (3-and'2), Skeena 
fourth (2;and-3), Prince Rupert 
Booth fifth (l-and-4) and 
Kitimat 'B' last (0-and-5). 
Kitwanga came up with five 
straight wins to take the girlg' 
s ide . -Skeena was second 
(4-and-I), Kitimat ,A' third 
(3-and-2), Thornhill fourth 
(2-and-3), Booth fifth (1-and-4) 
and Kitimat 'B' last (0-and-5). 
In cross-country at-Prince 
Rupert, the host school's Joe 
Nelson came in first in 21 
minutes, 35 seconds over the 
3 V2-mile course. 
Four Skeena High runners 
from Terrace were next in line. 
Dave Shepherd was~ 22.23, 
David Edmonds 23.08. Chad 
Edmonds 24.16 and Jon 
Shepherd 26.15. 
Top girl was Julia Nelson in 
26.19. Brett Wilson of Skeena 
ran the route in 28.33. 
Scores  are Tho_ . . . . . . .  BI '•  . J IB , , . . re . lB .  '~"  
. SKEENA TR I -C ITY  MINOR HOCKEY LEAGUE ..... . . . .  : ' . .  
1988 - -  89 Schedule 
• Ice Times: Kitimat - -  Friday 8:00 p.m. • 12 midnight: Saturdays 8:00 a.m. - 12 noon . . . . . . . . . . .  
Terrace - -  Fridays 8:00 p.m. - 12:45 a.m.; Saturdays 10:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m . . . . . .  
Prince Rupert - -  Fridays 8:00 p.m. • 12 midnight: Saturdays 8:00 a.m. - 12 noon. 
1988 
October 718: Kitimat :Atoms and Bantams at Terrace: Terrace PeeWees and Midgets at Kitimat. 
October 14/15: Terrace PeeWees and Midgets at Prince Rupert; Prince Rupert Atoms & Bantams at 
Kitimat. 
October 21122: Prince Rupert Atoms and Bantams at Terrace; Prince Rupert PeeWees and Midgets at 
Kitimat. 
October 28/29: Prince Rupert PeeWees and Midgets at Terrace: Terrace Atoms and Bantams at 
Kltimat. .... 
November 4/5'..Kitlmat Atoms and Bantams at Prince Rupert: Terrace PeeWees and Midgets at 
Kitimat. " 
November 11112: NO GAMES 
November 18/19: Prince RupertAtoms and Bantams at Terrace; Kitimat PeeWees and Midgets at 
Prince Rupert. 
November 25/26: Terrace PeeWees and Midgets at Prince Rupert; Terrace Atoms and Bantams at 
• Kitimat. 
December 2/3: Kitimat PeeWees and Midgets at.Terrace, 
December 9110: Kitimat Atoms and Bantams at Terrace; Kittmat PeeWees and Midgets at Prince 
Rupert. 
December 15/17: Kitlmat PeeWees and Midgets at Terrace; Terrace Atoms and Bantams at Prince 
Rupert. . 
1989 
January 6/'/': Prince Rupert Atoms and Bantams at Kitlmat, 
January 13/14: Terrace Atoms and Bantams at Prince Rupert; Prince Rupert PeeWees and Midgets at' 
Terrace. 
January 20/21: Prince Rupert PeeWees and Midgets at Terrace. 
January 27128: Kittmat Atoms and Bantams at Prince Rupert. 
POSTPONED GAMES AND PLAYOFFS BEGIN. 
Sponsored by... . .  A complete personalized 
b ~l~. id  I~"~C~U~ .~.~,C  InSHu:amn:: LAifg:;cFyr f : r  
AgC~j.~_,,I~A~ Ltd. eBoateBusiness 
Come in to  our  o f f i ce  a t  [ '  ~1~~~11'~1 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace ~ AU,THORIZEO AOE~T,S 
Phone 638-8581 • 
• ~ ,• ~•'• . . . .  ~ " "* ,~ '~•  .•.7 • ~ . ~ ~ i • ~ • ~ • i , ~  ~, :~.  • . :  . •.• r . : - .. , • 
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teams inTerrace Youth Soccer 
Braid's Rovers came through to upset •league champion Brady's F.C. 
3-2 in the Terrace Youth Soccer under-16 division final on Sept. 17. It 
gave the Rovers the playoff title for the three-team division. Miss Ter- 
race presented the trophy. 
Brady's F.C. won the three-team under-16 Terrace Youth Soccer league 
title, but during the playoffs they lost out to Braid's Rovers. Following 
the championship game on Sept. 17, the boys were presented with their 
league trophy by Miss Terrace. 
Terrace Youth Soccer's under-14 division saw Philpotts win both the 
league and playoff titles, In the five-team, double-knockout playoff, 
they won all four of their games by shutout, including a 4.0 win over 
Bavarian Inn inthe final. Miss Terrace presented the trophy. 
Pizza Hut captured both the league and playoff trophies as the girls' 
division of Terrace Youth Soccer wound up its season on Sept. 17 at the 
new Christy Park soccer pitch. They took the four-team playoff by 
beating Richards 3-2 in overtime. Alderman Dan Sheridan presented 
the trophies to the winners. 
Four straight victories gave Cedarland the playoff title to go with their 
league championship when Terrace Youth Soccer's under-12 division 
finished up on Sept. 17 at Skeena school grounds. Cedarland beat 
Sight and Sound 5-2 in the last game. Miss Terrace had the honor of 
presenting the trophy. 
Co-op won four straight games to capture the playoff of the under-lO 
division of Terrace Youth Soccer. They downed Skeena Sawmills 2-1 in 
the championship game Sept. 17. Trophy presentation was made by 
Miss Terrace. 
Terrace Youth Soccer's under-lO division saw Surveyors breeze through 
to  win the league title, but the young lads were knocked out in the 
playoffs for this eight-team division. Their trophy was presented to 
then by Miss Terrace. 
The under.8 division to Terrace Youth Soccer finished up its six-team 
season with a double-knockout playoff earlier this month. When it was 
all over, Tilden Tigers were declared winners by defeating Totem Ford 
In the final. Here's the team earlier this season, i,,,,,,, h, k,. , ' .  ,'h,,,,, ~, , , ' , ,  
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Coming events in local sports 
Terrace Minor Hockey has a The first annual Aluminum 
parents' meeting Thursday night City Squash Tournament is 
at 7 o'clock in the HappyGang coming up Oct. 5 to 10 at 
Centre on Kalum. Kitimat. Players intereStedmust 
Sports in schools 
for this weekend 
volleyball - -  Kitimat, Thornhill 
and Skeena. 
Kltwanga 
Junior girls volleyball --  
Haze[ton, Nisga'a, Bulkley 
Valley Christian, Smithers. 
Kitlmat 
Grade 8 boys and girls 
volleyball - -  Thornhill, Skeena, 
Booth, Kitwanga, Hazelton. 
Smithers 
Cross-country - -  Prince 
Rupert, Skeena. 
sign up by this Thursday at 
Tamitik. 
Players interested in Terrace 
ladies basketball can attend 
workouts Thursday nights at 
8:30 at Skeena High School 
gym, or phone Monica at 
638-8932 for information. 
People interested in coaching; 
managing, scor~keeping or 
refereeing Terrace Minor 
Hockey should phone Sandy 
Marshall at 635-7623, or Dick 
Kilborn at 635-3661. 
Terrace Youth Soccer's an. 
nual meeting is tonight at 8 
o'clock at the Terrace Library 
basement. 
The Terrace Badminton Club 
is now operating at Thornhill 
Junior High School on Tuesday 
nights from 8 to 10, Thursdays 
from 8 to 10 and Sundays from 7 
to 10. For information phone 
:i~f!Here's the schedule of sports 
listed under home teams for high 
school athletes this Saturday• 
Hazelton 
Senior boys volleyball --  
Houston, Bulkley Valley Chris- 
tian, Prince Rupert. 
Houston 
Senior girls volleyball - -  
Bulkley Valley Christian, Prince 
Rupert. 
Prince Rupert Booth 
, Jun io r  boys and girls 
:BI kp  t Dan at 635-9045. O C a re,n s ~.o  Ter race  Waterpo lo  
:.~, . Association's annual general • 
-,. begn  new year  
Did you see us with Sneakers 
the clown in the Riverboat Days 
parade? 
Parents of school-aged 
children will be hearing lots 
about Block Parents as we start 
off our year with our annual 
visits to the local S~hools. You'll 
see us at the schools' open 
houses, so stop and talk to us. 
meeting is tonight at 7 o'clock in 
the library meeting room. 
Members and newcomers are 
urgedto attend. 
Hockey players can sign up 
for the Terrace Commercial 
League at the Skeena Mall this 
weekend. Registration is Friday 
night 7 to 9, and Saturday I to 5. 
For information phone Benita at 
635-3930. 
contributed by Jennifer Smith 
Terrace and District Block 
Parents held the i r  annual 
general meeting in which the 
new executive officers were 
elected. We're beginning a new 
year, and we're excited about itl 
Last year Was. a successful 
year of many accomplishment . 
We purchased highway signs to 
welcome visitors to Terrace and 
to let them know Terrace is a 
Block Parent Community. They 
will be put up this year, so watch 
for them. Our "Community 
Valentine" found lots of local 
support and became a successful 
fundraiser to help us finance our 
publishing costs and other ex- 
penses. Thanks to our Signs Co- 
ordinator, all our Block Parents 
names, addresses and other vital 
information has been program- 
med on a computer disc. 
Norma Bohle, our chair- 
person, will be attending the An- 
nual General Meeting of B.C. 
Block Parents in Penticton on 
Oct. 15. She will be bringing us 
lots of new ideas and informa- 
t ion ,  
We can never have too many 
Block Parent homes. Won't you 
help to make our streets afer by 
becoming a Block Parent? 
For in format ion  call 
635-4845. 
i i  I 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER 
,. .~~.~... .  ASSOCIAT ION 
"~ :i~~:~ ANNUAL GENERAL MEET ING 
Wednesday, September 28 
I . 8:00 p.m. 
~ Ltbrary basement 
New executive to be elect'ed. 
:~,  q~ Your attendance is vital. 
~ .~,~- ]~t , ,P lease  make every ef fort  to attend. 
~northern  
MOTOR 
= tNN l 
restaurant.uoun~ I ~8"c°t° Beer stot~eJ o "~:;' o 
" ,O  
• CATCH THE ACT ION - 
' V is i t  the Northern Motor  Inn, for 
i: :nightly enter ta inment .  Come ~o 
where  the  ACTION is. 
! li " "  " 'o"  i 
: , ,: o' 
AREY )I. GOINGTO 
CI.  RL THIS YEAR? 
Registration: 
Sunday, October 2, 1988 
at the Curling Rink 
2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
For further information call: 
Men'S League: Derick Kennedy 635-3042 
635-5119 Work 
Ladies' League: 
Junior Curling: 
Mixed Leagues: 
Kathy Simpson 635-3761 
John Evans 638-8882 
635-6142 Work 
Dean Cross 638-1524 
9/28c 
~,:~.~'! '::¢d" 
~.-,.e,.. ':": ~ .  ,:. 
~:~:  : 
~@~:. :;, 
BAR GA 1 / BLITZ 
ASTOUNDING SAVINGSH 
Just think . . . .  
... local news and a guide to entertainment 
...right into your mailbox! 
District of Terrace and Thornhlll residents can 
receive both: the Terrace Review newspaper and , 
I Close Up magazine television guide In the mall at 
;i a BLOW-OUT PRICE  of: 
Just s24. °° 
Subscribe to the Terrace Review for one year .. 
and receive a year's subcriptlon to Close Up 
magazine (News stand price $39.00) absolutely 
FREE!! 
Present Terrace Review subscribers can also take 
advantage of this Super Oiler by renewing their 
subscriptions 
Mall or bring your completed Subscription Form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace B.C. - V8G 1M7 - 635-7840 
:~.~;,.,. 
Subscription Order Form: 
D 1 L year $24.00 I-1 2 years - -  $45.00 
i-I Cheque []  Money Order [ ]  Master Card [ ]  Visa 
Please sen;  a sobscription to: 
Name 
Address 
Phone _ .Postal Code 
Senlo~ in Terrace and District $12.00 
Seniors out of Terrace and District $15.00 
Card No. I 
, Exp i ry  Dote  , - , 
i ' : , 
=: i  " ~ Ma i l  o r  br ing  th is  fo rm to: 
• • . . . .  Terrace Rev iew 
i 
" ' 4535 Gralg Avenue,  
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1M7 
• : i /! i  • 
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aids correspondence students 
At 3:30 p.m. tomorrow 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm will 
officially open the North 
Coast Regional Correspondence 
School in Terrace. Joe Vander 
Kwaak, Principal, says the new 
facility will bring greater effi- 
ciency and more personalized 
service tO the hundreds of  
Northwest residents who depend 
onthe  M!nistry of Education's 
correspondence services. 
The North Coast Regional 
Correspondence School will 
serve students and adults in the 
six School Districts in the Pacific 
Northwest: School District 50 
(Queen Charlottes), School 
District 52 (Prince Rupert), 
School District 54 (Bulkley 
Valley), School District 88 (Ter- 
race), spanning an area from 
Houston to the Queen Charlotte 
Islands and Kemano to Bob 
Quinn Lake. 
Terrace is the third Regional 
Correspondence-School t  be 
opened, following Fort St. John 
and Prince George. 
The two primary factors that 
make regionalization attractive, 
explains Vander Kwaak are: the 
inefficiency of a single provin- 
cial office combined with the 
slowness of mail services which 
have traditionally made the 
"turn-around time" for student 
papers about three to four ~ 
weeks; and the lack of :per ~" 
sonalized service out of Victoria. 
"The waiting.time is very 
discouraging for students," says 
Vander Kwaak. "But we're now 
looking at only about 48 hours 
handling time in the office, plus 
the time it takes to mail papers., 
In terms of personal contact,he 
explains, Regional Schools are 
more accessible to the majority 
of students. In addition, for 
those in more rural areas, 
both the principal and elemen- 
tary teachers are encouraged to 
visit correspondence students. 
Students who need more fre- 
quent help can phone the office 
collect. 
Vander Kwaak says the Ter- 
race operation became a reality 
through persistent lobbying by 
School District 88 Administra- 
tion and elected school trustees. 
He  says that the school was ap, 
proved by Vict0ria:last April 
and there are presently three 
secretaries and two part-time 
elementary teachers on staff, as 
well as 14 "markers" on con- 
tract. 
Pointing out some of the ma- 
Property for Sale 
Proposals are Invited for the purchase of a 
property bearing civic number 346 Stiles 
Place, Prince Rupert, B.C,, being a parcel of 
land legally described as part of Block 4 of 
Waterfront Block E, containing more or less 
.184 acre of land together with ths 
improvements thereon being a purpose- 
built radio studio and office building of 
approximately 5,800 square feet of space 
Including basement. Also a parcel of land 
on Stiles Place contaln.lng more or less 
8,925 square feet, legally described as Lots 
2, 3 end 4, Blook 12, Section One, Map 923, 
Prlnoe Rupert, B.C. 
Proposals should be addressed to 
the Corporate Real Estate Department,. 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, P.O. 
Box 8478, Ottawa, Ontario, K1G 3J~i, to 
arrive not later than 12 noon on Friday, 
October 14, 1988. A deposit of 10 percent 
should accompany the  proposal and 
envelope should be Identified as "Pdnoe 
Rupert Property". 
The Corporation le not bound to accept the 
highest or any proposal. 
10180 
jor features of the facility, however, that Northwest Com- 
Vander Kwaak describes a direct muni ty  College or the Open 
computer link with Victoria Learning Institute may be better 
which provides direct access to alternatives for adult students, 
correspondence student records, depending on their individual 
"a "fantastic" mail room capable circumstances. 
of handling amillion,plus p ieces '  Vander Kwaak says that for 
of mail each year, a work area :the North Coast Region, last 
for correspondence teachers, a year~ there were approximately 
test room and a reception area. 55 e lementary  students 
He says that with the exception registered with full course loads 
of statutory holidays, the North and about 1,300 secondary 
Coast Regional Correspondence courses that were written by an 
Schoolis open from 8:30 a.m. to unknown number of students. 
4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday and But he adds that those numbers 
on Saturdays by appointment, could grow with improved ac- 
Ministry of Education cor- cess to correspondence services. 
respondence •courses are As an example, he describes the 
available to elementary and results following the opening of 
secondary students as well as  the Fort St. John Regional 
adults. On an average 45 percent School, where a tremendous in, 
of those enrolled in cor- crease inthecompletionrateof 
respondence courses are secon- courses was experienced ascom- 
dary students completing a re- pared to the era when the service 
quired course, while the balance was operated out of Victoria.. 
are adults and rural students Vander Kwaak invites people 
working on either a single course interested in correspondence 
or a full school program• education to drop by and have a 
Vander Kwaak points out look at the new facilities. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held 
on Wednesday, October 5, 1988 at the offices of the 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine commencing at 7:30 
p.m. to receive representation from all persons who 
deem their interest to be affected by the proposed 
b~ law: "Regional District of; Kitimat-Stikine Electoral 
A' ;a C, Lakelse Lake ZoningBylaw No. 57, Amendment 
Bylaw No. 271, 1988." ~ : :  
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw is to 
redes,gnats the parcels~describedbelQw as.follows; 
a) D.L. 3983, R.t, D,D., except from Rural (RRI) zone to 
Plan 2005, 3941 & 7300 the Commercial (CII)zone 
b) D.L. 5127, R.5, C.D. from Rural (RRI) zone to 
the Commercial (CII) zone 
c) portion of D.L. 2285 from the Park (P) zone 
, lying west of Highway 37, to the Commercial (CII) 
• R.5, C.D. zone 
The amending bylaw, if and when adopted, Would allow • 
~.  extension of the comprehensive development of the 
• Layton Hotsprings Resort. 
The parcels subject to this amending bylaw are shown 
in the sketch below: 
t ,..4 
: ,-° / 
" ! " U~' ! 
, i~ • 
\#  ¢~ :" . . /  
,., >\~ ¢" "x  // 
The proposed bylaw may be Inspected at the offices of 
the Regional Distrlcf of Kitimat.Stiklne, 300 -- 4545 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 
a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. from 
Monday to Friday. 
R ]ional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
• 9/280 
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Principal Joe Vander Kwaak stands by the entrance to the 
North Coast Regional Correspondence School, located at 
the rear and lower level-of School District 88 (Terrace) 
Board Office at 3211 Kenney Street. The office is open Men- 
day to Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and by appoint- 
ment oh Saturdays• 
British Columbia Legislative Assembly 
SELECT STANDING COMMITTEE 
ON 
FINANCE, CROWN CORPORATIONS AND GOVERNMENT SERVICES 
F INANCIAL  PLANNING INDUSTRY 
PUBLIC HEARINGS 
Monday, October 17, 1988 
Commencing 9:00 a.m. 
The Westin Bayshore 
1601 West Georgia Street 
VANCOUVER 
Tuesday, October 18, 1988 
Commencing 9:00 a.m. 
Capri Hotel 
1171 Harvey Avenue 
KELOWNA 
Tuesday, October 25, 1988 
Commencing 9:00 a.m. 
Douglas Fir Committee Room i[ 
Parliament Buildings I 
VICTORIA ' 
:i 
The purpose of these public hearings is for the Committee 
to receive submissions respecting the financial planning 
and advisory industry in British Columbia. 
Those wishing to appear at any of the above locations 
should notify the Clerk of Committees as soon as 
possible. 
Address all correspondence or inquiries to: 
Mr. Craig H. James, 
Clerk of Committees, 
Room 236, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia 
V8V 1X4 
Telephone: 356-2933 Fax: 387-2813 
MEMBERS: 
Mr. Jim Rabbitt, M.L.A. (Deputy Chairman) 
Hen. M. Couvelier Hen. E. Veitch 
Hen. J. Jansen 
Hen. A. Ree 
Hen. B. Smith 
Mr. G. Clark, M.L.A. ;~ ": ~:; 
Mr.C .  ' " " ':" : '  " D~x-  7, M.L,A,: ,,:!!:~i~:~ : .: 
Ms.  D. MAX, ,  M .L .A , ' '  i 
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TEE;H 
PRO.TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING,;o.-.~,.,,-...,-., 
"IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE i f"  
SERVICE -- T'V" RENTALS I ] 
Rel~irsOnAIIHomeEntertalnment 635"5134 
Appliances 4S10 LAKELSE. TERRACE 
AlSO Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
~TELUTE T.V. 
LOADER, BACKHOE, TRUCKING 
KEN'S TRUCKING LTD.. 
Top Soil, Pit Run, Crush, Snow Plowing 
Water Lines and Septic Systems 
P.O. BOX 1007 
Terrace, B.C. 635,7519 
Your complete 
source for all 
yourheating 
needs. 
• Northwest.ConsoIIdated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
CHANGES 
2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
, I  Wolfe Tanning System 
~. LANZA products 
P lmne tar ar~ appo inhne . I  
635-9666 
i I 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
| 
¢i 
-L 
,c,  T0.' 
GLASS 4711;A Kelth Ave, 
Auto Glass Special ists 
• ICBC claims handled Promptly 
e s. zss 
ii~)/!i~iiiii!~!ii:ii!ii!!i,:iiii~i!~;~i~! , ~,~i~!~,:, ~   
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Li';iif '~;: ' 
CONTRACTING 
Resldentlol ~ Commerclol 
• Balconies • Roof Decks 
• Sundecks 
;ur¢o;¢¢1," I~lu/hclek": dutadck. 
"Waterproof Vinyl Floor Covering'" ~ 
4-3916 MOUNTAINVIEW AVE ,~o=.=O¢:n  
TERRACE. B.C. U O ~  U ~ J ~  
I ....... " ' "u" ' " " ' ' ' : "  
~ Ter race  " .. .1 ~ ~ M _ ~  CONTRACTLNG SERV'CES • 
I I /  MERC CRUISERS ~" MARINER OUTBOARDS . . - - i , . , i . , .  1-111,-.h #~,  , ,~ l l , l , t .  
Tree  Tr imming  i I ~ ~ ~ ~  I I  lnflatableuoat Hepa, rs 
Duittuit= "--. nay -  ,~u=,, ,y 
I HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINBR JETS . . . .  • ' 
~1~ Will cut down any tree! ,.~,.~-~ ~'~ l l i i  J I ~ HOMELI6HT ~WNa0weas I / Vulcanizing Repairs 
I - .YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS I I " We specialize in conveyor belt , .~  "SAFELY" ~ l  YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS ' " - '  " " 
I SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS I J installations, splicing, and repairs  
i [ ~ * ~ ~ 9  ~ Greio Ave.. Terrace J j i DL No. Z5504946 elg& P0WERAv ,PRODUCTST rrace J j vulcanizing24 and SERV!cEPUIley lagging . ' 1 ,000 ,000  liability for YOUR protection V J [=~j~. .~.~._~.~ |6as.as=o HOUR,  638-0663 
635-7400 _ L  j ~ - - - - - - - - , ,  - • ; 
. ,..~ 
" [ ~ Rust Protect ion for J : "  
~ . . . ,  I ~ Ne l l  :~nd Used I 
Retail Sh;rt Shop Now Open!l J 
at 3211 Kalum Street J 
(next to Terrace Drugs)  | 
Wholesale Silk'Screening Available I ,~- 
For Your Team, Company or Association J , 
Come See What's New/ J 
635-7731 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
"If you're satisfied, tel l  others 
. . .  i f  not . . ,  tell us."  
4918 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
RON or AL 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
. TYPING 
, VOICE PAGERS . PHOTOCOPYING 
,24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
-3238 Kalum St., Terrace. B.C., V8G 2N4 
WEB OFFSET 
PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANTS 
PRINTERS and PUBLISHERS 
Narc's Electric 
Industrial 
Commercial & 
638-1878 Residential 
Nathan Waddell- Electrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices are VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
41i40 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638.116S " 
-- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
et 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 dally 
2701S. Kalum 635-6180 
m 
I ~ Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles. Chelnaws ~.  
Snowmobiles ~r Msdne Supplies.. .. 
31oseUPL TeRRACe ~ eQUIPMeNT ' . . . .  . . . .  ~~'  ~ /  
BUSINESS SERVICES I "~* ~ SALES LTD. : ,i~,: i(:: ?,: 
Call on our Design Team". ,I SKIDOO 4441 Lakelee Ave.. Terrace Ph. 635-6384 ~ : i  
~ " 
. . r 
Variety of retail oa 'labl During a. recent meeting, the 
i ns  ava~ e ........ medical-staff of the Mills 
• , Memorial Hospital decided to 
by Phil Hartl 
Manager, Terrace 
Federal Business 
Development Bank 
The retailer intending to use borrowed 
dollars must first be satisfied that those 
dollars can be put to profitable use. That 
means they must be used to earn enough 
to cover interest costs and repayment of 
principal - -  and enough more to have 
made the loan worthwhile. 
The cost o f  using borrowed dollars can 
vary widely. Interest rates rise due to in- 
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Mills Memorial votessupport 
for northern cancer center 
support Prince George's bid to 
have the province's third cancer 
treatment center located in that 
city. 
B.C." presently has one main 
cancer treatment center in Van- 
couver, which provides most of 
the  oncology or cancer treat- 
ments, and a satellite center in 
Victoria. The Cancer Control 
flation and also as the demand for loans . Agency has been considering set- 
exceeds the supply of dollars for lending. 
They fall as the supply of dollars for 
lending exceeds the demand for loans. 
The cost of using borrowed dollars also 
varies with the duration of the loan and 
whether it is a term loan or a demand 
loan. 
A term loan is for. a predetermined period of time and is usual- 
ly for the purchase of, and secured by, the retailer's fixed assets, 
Until  recently, term loans had a fixed interest rate. Now they are 
also available with fluctuating interest rates, one that rises and 
.falls with bank prime rates or some other indicator of market 
levels over the duration of the loan. 
A demand loan is usually made to cover the retailer's hort- 
term working capital needs and has a fluctuating interest rate. A 
demand loan may be called at any time by the lender, but the in- 
terest charged on a demand loan is usually less than the interest 
charged on a comparable term loan. 
If the retailer is to use borrowed ollars most profitably, it 
must be known in advance what sort of loan the business is likely 
to obtain. To do so, the purpose of the loan must be taken into 
account along with the source of the repayments. In the case of a 
long.term loan, answers are needed to such questions as how long 
is needed to repay it, and what security is available. 
As mentioned in the previous column, term loans are normally 
paid out of the company's earnings, whereas demand loans are 
normally paid from collection of receivables or from a reduction 
in inventory as a result of say heavy seasonal stiles. Therefore, i i  
would not make sense to borrow the short-term money when pay- 
ment is to be made from earnings which will be generated over a 
long period of time. Nor would it make any sense to borrow 
long-term for everyday or seasonal working capital needs. 
If the needs are seasonal, then revolving credit would be re- 
quired and the borrowing would be expected to be paid complete- 
ly at least once during the year or after the seasonal period is 
over. If a loan is obtained for working capital needs and remains 
unpaid or 'fluctuates very little during the year, it might mean 
that the business is undercapitalized and it might be advantageous 
to invest additional capital. 
Naturally, if a person can safely repay a term loan over a 
shorter period of time, it will reduce the amount of interest paid. 
It will also have to be decided whether interest rates are likely • to 
rise or fall and may be asked to opt, in the case of a term loan, 
for a fixed or floating interest rate. 
Theanswers t0 such questions are usually found in the 
retailer's own business. Not only must the borrowed dollars be 
*used profitably, but also enough margin is required to absorb the 
extra cost of borrowing, should interest rates rise; the retailer 
must choose the right sort of loan, that not only is for the right 
purpose but also best meets the requirements of the business. 
NOTICE 
FALL CLEAN-UP WEEK 
OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7, 1988 
The City of Terrace's Public Works 
Department will pick up extra garbage and 
refuse, free of charge, on the above dates. 
This service does NOT include car bodies, 
stumps or industrial waste. Kindly arrange to 
have this extra garbage and waste material 
set out on your regular pick up day. Please 
have garbage and waste material in plastic 
bags or cartons to assist in the pick up. 
Residents are reminded to check their Add-A- 
Day • Calendars, as  garbage pick up days 
change following all StatutOry Holidays. 
The City of Terrace 
I 015c  
ting up in another location for 
several years, and Prince 
George's regional district did a 
study in a bid to be chosen as the 
third location. Using the data 
gathered in that study, they 
recently requested that Mills 
Memorial support them in this 
effort. 
Administrator Norm Carelius 
Said that although it would have 
been nice to have the center 
located here in Terrace, taking a 
regional perspective shows 
Prince George to be themore 
logical place. "We looked at the 
size of Prince George, its loca- 
tion, existing facilities and 
medical staff, it makes more 
sense to have the cancer treat- 
ment center there." 
A Prince George location 
would serve the north better 
than Kamloops, which is also 
lobbying the Cancer Control 
Agency, and would be less ex- 
pensive than a trip to Vancouver 
continued on page 14 
--t[ SUMMER SAl  DRIVE It- 
$ 
UPTO 
CASH BACK DIRECT FROM FORD" 
PLUS 
NO COST MR CONDITIONING 
ON SEI F, CI D MODELS: 
• ' | 
" L , 
s500 s750 Sl000 PLUS 
CASH BACK" CASH BACK" " CASH BACK" NO CO,~T AIR t 
Ford Escort L/GL EXPIGT 
Mercury Tracer L aS ts 
Ford  Tc lnpo  2 dr models all models 
2 dr models L/GS/XR5/LS Mercury Topaz 
Ford Taurus all models L/GL 
Mercury Sable ~u models GS 
Aerostar Wagon/Van allmodels 
Ford Ranger r~,~a~ cab super cab XLT 
Ford Bronco II .all models all models 
all models F°M,F,~,fi,~,Pickup XL/Xq..T Lariat 
Cash rebate offer available 
with retail purchase of any 
qualified model. You must 
take delivery from dealership 
prior to October 5, 1988. 
0 
Quality is Job1. 
4631 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Call toll free: 
!-800-772-1128 
DL 5548 
635-4984 . . . .  
: / 
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 iDet a ii e mer  ! rig: o " 
specifically for norther B.C. re- 
to tile ~ 
The initial report of a three- 
phase study by the Interiqr quirements. According :th  
University Society was released society's Media Relations Of- 
last week and shows there isa ricer, Ron East, the•report was 
"definite need" for a northern prepared by Dr. Urban Dahllof 
university. It outlines proposed of Sweden and funded by the 
developmental nd operational government's four northern 
plans that would be designed Development Regions: the 
Cancer center - -  cont inued f rom page 13 
for Terrace residents. "To go to 
Vancouver is too long a drive, 
and to fly cost $417 full fare. 
Overnight accommodation can 
be $80. or $100. If it were me, or 
extremely quickly in the lower 
m.ainland and southern interior. 
• Schmidt is expecting major 
i~resentations from at least half a 
,dozen facilties in the province, 
a member of my family, we including 
could jump in the car to Prince .. George, 
George --  the access is much 
better." 
It's a huge province, Carelius 
said, so a satellite treatment 
center should be located in the 
north for a strategic economy of 
scale. "'It would serve the people 
I~tter, and be more economical 
than:an Okanagan location." 
• Dr. Gillian Hedge, whopro- 
posed the motion to write a let- 
ter of support for Prince 
George, described some of the 
issues discussed at the meeting. 
"We felt it would be beneficial 
. for residents in the northwest. A 
lot of people here have connec- 
tions with Prince George, and 
travel Highway 16 anyway. 
Some may already go to Prince 
George for medical treatment." 
• Hedge explained that Prince 
George's is a tertiary-level 
hospital, that is, it is a special- 
ized, large facility that deals 
with difficult cases from all over 
the region. A primary hospital 
serves its own small community, 
while a secondary hospital (like 
Mills Memeorial) serves the 
community inwhich it is located 
as well as the surrounding area. 
The motion to write the letter 
of support passed unanimously. 
Brian Schmidt, chief oper- 
ating officer of the Cancer Con- 
trol Agency of B.C. said a com- 
mittee to look at additional fa- 
cilitie s was established to do 
long-term planning for the next 
10.to 15 years. 
"About five years ago we 
completed a report for the 
Ministry of Health, but they 
were unable at that time to do 
anything about our recommen- 
dations. Now we're re-doing 
that process, and have been 
studying additonal faciltites 
seriously since June," Schmidt 
said from Vancouver. 
They're looking at demo- 
graphic and cefisus data to de- 
velop criteria for the commun- 
ities interested inhaving a cancer 
treatment center. Criteria will 
include such things as popula- 
t ion  projections, epidemic- 
logical projections (how many. 
cases could be expected in a 
region), access to care, transpor- 
d tauon, an the likelihood of get- 
ting professionals tomove into a 
community. 
!'The committee is aware of 
:!the fact that some regions are 
now,  underserviced, and the 
i!Agency has a provincial man- 
date,  not just for the lower 
~ainland," But the problem of 
cost2effectiveness remains: a 
community would have to have 
a large core population (perhaps 
tiaif a million •in the region) and 
~-significant number of people 
?. r~dtting treatmen! so i that the 
• i i~Stemwilibeeffic~ent'He also 
S~d populations, an'e,growi~ 
• hospitals in Prince 
Kamlo0ps, Kelowna 
and Penticton. Because ach will 
have good reasons for having 
the center located in their own 
community, the committee will 
• focus on using objective criteria. 
• The facts will then be presented 
to the Agency board and then to 
the Ministry of Health for the 
final decision. 
And he says that tWO of the ma- 
jor keys to success for a nor- 
thern university concept are that 
it must offer graduate courses 
and have a i research facility 
• geared to northern development. 
His report suggests a unique 
study format which he calls "In- 
tensive, Sequential Learning". 
Dahllof suggests that the opera- 
tional costs o f -obta in ing  
qualified staff in a northern 
university could be prohibitive, 
and this format would allow the 
"top educators in the world" to  
teach at the university while 
keeping the costs down. 
The idea consists of  offering 
courses in 3Vz week segments 
rather than "sandwich" format 
used by conventional univer- 
sities. In other words, a student 
may take a 3½ week biology 
course, then 3~ weeks of 
another course until the comple- 
tion of a segment of the total 
North Coast, Nechako, Peace 
River and Cariboo. ' 
In his report, Dahl lof  
describes the northern proposal 
as, "A new model of education 
for new times", and outlines a 
"very mobile" structure con- 
sisting of a major university in 
Prince George. with satellite 
campuses in the Cariboo, the 
Dawson Creek/Fort St. John 
area and the Terrace/Kitimat 
area, as well as smaller support 
centers in 11 other northern 
communities, He also suggests 
that it will be necessary to work 
in close cooperation with ex- 
isting colleges in the north, and 
the university would use existing 
facilities wherever possible. 
• Dahllof notes that the popula- 
tion of northern B.C. is over 
300,000, and he says that it is 
probably the only population 
center in the western •free world 
without a university facility. 
course load. Then the cycle 
would be repeated until the 
year, s studies were complete. 
East explains that the concept 
has two major advantages: i t  
allows for mobility in Which one 
professor can move from cam' 
pu~ to campus, and it would in 
some cases also allow the 
employment of a top educator 
for a new 3~ week segment 
rather than a full eight months, 
therefore cutting costs, ~. 
Also suggested ~e specialized 
courses untq~e'~ to:,. the north. 
These may consist .of subjects 
like resource management, 
transportation a d distribution, 
native studies and northern 
health. East says this would 
allow northern university 
students to obtain their Bachelor 
or Masters degree but at the 
Same time specialize in an area 
of study that relates directly to 
life in northern B.C. 
Terrace Comin 8 Event . 
September - - is  Arthritis Month. Watch for the canvasser In your area. 
Please give to give hope to arthritis sufferers everywhere. Everyone 
with arthritis can be helped. For more info. contact the Terrace Ar- 
thritis Society, Lorraine Hodgins Pub,city 635-7989. 
Wednesday, September 28 -- The Terrace Water Polo Assoclatlon is 
holding its Annual General Meetlng In the Public Library meeting room 
at 7:00 p.m. All members and Interested Indivlduals are asked to at- 
tend. : • 
Wednesday, September 28 - -  It's fiesta time at the Terrace Youth Cen- 
trel Grab your sombreros, ponchos and your amigos then head down 
to the Grand Fail Opening of the TYC at 7:00 p.m. for a Mexican Night 
for youth 10 -. 19 years old. 
Wednesday, September 28 - -  "Life in the Sea" will be the subject of a 
lecture by marine biologist Gordon Green at the Happy Gang Centre 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. Green is the curator of invertebrates at the 
Royal British Columbia Museum, which is sponsoring his trip to Ter- 
race. 
Wednesday, September 28 -- Attention former employees of the 
"Home for Aged", "Skeenavlew" and "Skeenavlew Lodge" -- a fur- 
ther plannlng meeting for the 1989 Reunion will be held at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Recreation Room of the Senior Cltlzens' Complex on Tuck Avenue. 
Kindly attend. For further information contact R0semarie Fleming 
(635-6985) or Marg Goodlad (635-2388). • 
Thursday, September 29 -- Registration will be held starting at 7 p,m. 
in the basement meeting room of the Terrace Public Library for 
anyone wanting to Join the Terrace team for the B.C. Special Olym- 
pics. Anyone interested in helping organize the team is also invited to 
drop in. For further information call Monies Peacock at 638-1586. 
Thursday, September 29 - -  Terrace Minor Hockey Association will 
hold a Parents' Meeting at 7 p.m. at the Happy Gang Centre. Minor 
Hockey needs the support of all the parents whose children are 
registered In Minor Hockey. Please attend this first meeting of the new 
season. 
September 28 & 29 -- Preschool storytime at the Terrace Public 
Library will be held Wednesdays at 10:30 a.m. and Thursdays at 1:30 
p.m. beginning today. Each 45 minute session features stories, 
fingerplays and puppets for 3-5 year olds. Please regis{er your child in 
advance by calling the Library at 638-8177. There is no charge. 
Friday, September 30 -- Tales for Twos at the Terrace Public Library 
will be held Friday mornings at 10:30 a.m. beginning today. This isa 
special storytime for two year olds. Children must be accompanied by 
an adult. Please register in advance by calling the Library. 
Saturday, October 1 -- Come to the Happy Gang Centre between 8 
a.m. and 11 a.m. for a Pancake Breakfast, sponsored by Br. 73 of the 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners' Organization. 
Saturday, October 1 --  The First Annual Northwest Conference on 
Schizophrenia will take place between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. at the Telkwa 
Community Hall In Telkwa. Objectives are to provide an opport.unity 
for the Friends of Schizophrenic Groups In the region to meet; to have 
friends, families, and professionals examine the continuum of care 
provided in each northern community and to examine subsidized 
housing for the mentally III. For further information please call Yvonne 
at 635-2505. Sponsored by the Bulkley Valley Friends of 
Schizophrenics and the Mental Health Network-Northwest. 
Saturday, October I - -  Laurie Thaln, sponsored by Theatre Alive with 
the assistance of Skeena Cellulose, will be appearing at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. with guest performer Romy Malkapar. Tickets 
are •available at Sight & SoUnd. 
Sunday, October 2 - -  There will be a Co-op Fun Car Rally, Scavenger 
Hunt on Wheels, at the Co-op Parking Lot starting at I p.m. Register at 
the Co-op Insurance Office, entry limited to 30 vehicles, driver and 
navigator. The entry fee includes hamburger and refreshment for 
driver and navigator at Co-op Cafeteria after Rally. Prizes for all. Come 
out and test your skills. 
Monday, October 3 -- The next substance abuse task force meeting 
takes place at 7:00 p.m. at the School Board offices on Kenney Street 
in Terrace. ~ ; ~ ' .... 
• Monday, October 3 - -  The monthly meeting for members of the Ter- 
race Little Theatre will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the McColI.Playhouee, 
3625 Kalum St. New members always welcome. Terrace Little Theatre 
is asking for donations of costume Jewellery and costumes. Costumes 
have been rented in the past and not returned. If you have rented a 
costume and forgotten to return It, we would really appreciate having 
It back. If you have a contribution please phone Juanlta at 635-4723 or 
Jo at 638-8061. 
Tuesday, October 4 - -  Senior citizens and their friends and famlUes 
are Invited to a free class regarding federal benefits, plans and ser- 
vices for seniors. The speaker will be Terry Blocka, a representative 
from the Income Security Program office in Prince George. The class 
will be held from 1:30 to 3 p.m. at the Happy Gang Centre, and it is be- 
ing sponsored by the Public Legal Education Society. 
Tuesday, October 4 --  The Terrace Art Galleryre-opens with a show 
featuring local women artists in a variety of mediums. Hours: Tuesday 
. Saturday 12 noon - 3 p.m., Tuesday - Thursday 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. and Sun- 
day I p.m. - 4 p.m. Persons Interested in volunteering please call Diana 
at 635-5905 or Maureen at 635-4533. 
TuesdaY, October 4'-- The Learning Disabilities Association of B.C. 
.Terrace Chapter meets on the first Tuesday of every month. Our next 
meeting Is October 4. 
Wednesday, October 5 -- The Ladles of the Royal Purple -- Terrace 
Lodge 216 will be holding the 2nd Annual Fall Fashion Fantasy at 8 
p.m. in the Elks Hall on Tetrault St. Finger food and refreshments to be 
served. Sponsored by the Terrace Co-op. Tickets can be purchased at 
the Terrace Co-op, Rhonda's Hair Styling and from members of the 
Ladies of the Royal Purple. Proceeds from this event will be going to 
our hospital project in Terrace. 
Tuesday, October 11 --  There will be a general meeting of the Terrace 
Bicycle Club at 7:30 p.m. in the basement of the Terrace Public 
Library. Anyone interested is welcome to attend. For more info. con- 
tact David Weismiller at 635.6984. 
Saturday, October 15 -- The Terrace Child Development Centre's an- 
nual Benefit Banquet and Dance featuring Jim Ryan's Band will be 
held at the Terrace Arena Banquet Room beginning at 7.p.m. Tickets 
are available from board members or from Sight & Sound. 
Monday, October 17 --  The Annual General Meeting of the Riverboat 
Days Society will be held at the Royal Canadian Legion at 7:30 p.m. 
Election of Officers will be held at this time therefore it is imperative 
that a representative of each service club and interested organization 
attend if we wish to continue these Celebrations in 1989. 
Tuesday, October 16 - -  Friends & Famlles of Schizophrenics Support 
Group will be holding a meeting at Mills Memorial Hospital in the 
Psych Conference Room at 7:30 p.m. Contact: Mental Health at 
638-3325. 
Tuesday, October 18 ;-- Welcome Wagon's 2nd Annual Bridal Party for 
those planning weddings in 1989 is coming to the Inn of the West. If 
you are a bride-to-be or know someone who is, please call 638-1204 for 
a free invitation. 
Thursday, October 20 -- The Learning Disabilities Association of B.C. 
. Terrace Chapter are sponsoring a 'Bonding the Senses' seminar at 
the Inn of the West at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. A.Ross will be the guest speaker. 
She is a respected expert in the world in the educational diagnosis 
and remedlatlon of a learning disability called cognitive-motor 
dysfunction, In addition to the seminar she is offering free consults- 
tlons to any concerned parents or adults. There Is a fee for the 
seminar. For more info. please call 635.4001. 
October 21 & 22 • Childbirth Education: A pre.natal refresher 
workshop, especially designed for parents with previous birth ex- 
perience, will be held at Mills Memorial Hospital. It will be Friday, 6 to 
10 p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m; Pre.registration Is required by 
October 14. For further Information call the hospital pre-natal office at 
635-2211. 
Aug. 5, 6, 7, 1989 - -  Ou'Appelle Old School Reunion for all students 
and staff who attended the old brick schoolhouse (since demolished) 
• In Qu'Appeile, Saskatchewan from 1906 to 1972. The town is eager to 
• welcome you back to renew old friendships. For further Info. write: Old 
School Reunion,iBeX 362, Qu'Appelle, Saekatchev~an, S0G 4A0. 
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GERRY KING: The need is 
there, the need is real. 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty 
Group was recently registered as 
a society under the B.C.' 
Societies Act and has elected 
their first board Of directors. 
Elected to the board were Gaff 
Murray, Flo Bork, Gerald King, 
Margaret Kennedy, Mary 
Bowering and Tirso Morales. A 
second meeting held at 12 p.m. 
Monday, Oct. 3 at the Women's 
I I I 
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Anti,poverty group elects board members 
Resource Centre will decide 
which position each director will 
fill. 
AS described by the society's 
volunteer coordinator, Gerald 
King, the five-year history of the 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group has 
identified several needs in our 
community - -  some of which 
they have filled and others which 
they are still attempting to ad- 
dress. 
Originally founded by Fie 
Bark and Art Grawberg in 1983, 
the Terrace Ant i -Poverty 
Group's first project was to set 
up a soup kitchen in the 
Anglican Church Hall for low or 
fixed income people who may 
otherwise have gone hungry dur- 
ing the recession of the early 
80's. 
King says he was first in- 
troduced to the program in 1983 
while working on his practicum 
during the final month of a two- 
year Human Service Worker 
program at Northwest Com- 
munity College. He says that at 
that time, the kitchen was open 
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513OA HIGHWAY 16 WEST 635-7383 
CO-OP FUN CAR RALLY 
~x L Scavenger Hunt on Wheels.~ G.  
Co-op Parking Lot 
-~t~/~p~*" Sunday, October 2, 1988 "q~/~v" 
Starting at 1:00 p.m. 
Register at the Co-op Insurance Office 
Entry limited to 30 vehicles 
Entry Fee $10 per vehicle 
(Driver & Navigator) 
Includes: Hamburger and Refreshment for 
Driver and Navigator at Co-op Cafeteria 
after the Rally. ~ ~ ~. 
PRIZES FOR ALL! ! 
COME OUT AND TEST YOUR SKILLS!! 
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday 
to Friday, and he worked three 
to four hours a day for four 
months before he finally decided 
to stay. His reason, he says, was 
that he could see the need and 
wanted to help. 
"At that time the soup kit, 
chen served 85 to 115 people dai- 
ly," remembers King, "and 
about 25 to 40 of those were 
school students from Clarence 
Michiel, E.T. Kenney, and to a 
lesser extent, Skeena Junior 
Secondary." 
He recalls that the kitchen 
also served a great number of 
"street kids" who he says used 
the facility as sort of a social 
club where they played card 
games or just sat around and 
talked during the day. "During 
that time," says King, "those 
k ids  didn't 'hang out' in the 
mall. But when the soup kitchen 
closed they returned and that 
showed a need for some sort of 
facility with suitable programs." 
It was 1985 when the soup kit- 
chen closed anit King moved to 
the Unemployment Action Cen- 
tre, where he worked alongside 
Bill Goodacre and continued to 
represent the Anti-Poverty 
Group as an advocate for low 
and fixed income people. And 
he/'e again, King says he found a 
real need -- this time for 
counselling and advocacy work 
for those whose income was 
below the poverty line. 
In 1986 the Anti-Poverty 
Group again found themselves 
in a crisis situation when B.C. 
Federation of Labour funding 
for the Unemployment Action 
Centre was discontinued• 
However, King says, his group 
was able to maintain the office 
and continue their work by using 
a little money left over from the 
soup kitchen, and through the 
support of concerned citizens, 
B.C. PLURA (a body made up 
of the Pentacostal; Lutheran, 
United, Catholic and Anglican 
Churches), the Fort St. John 
Ant i -Poverty Group, the 
Kitimat-Terrace & Distr ict  
Labour Council, the Knights of 
Columbus, the Terrace and 
District Teachers Association, 
Canada Safeway and Tillicum 
Twin Theatres. 
With some of the community 
needs now identified, the group 
is now gearing up for two major 
projects: a Job Skills Training 
program geared to long term 
social assistance recipients, and 
the Poverty Game. King ex- 
plains that the Poverty Game is 
for everyone, a game - -  or more 
accurately a workshop --  that 
was developed by Outreach, . a 
member of the Federation of 
Anti-Poverty Groups of B.C. 
continued on page 22 
YOUR HOMETOWN LOCALL Y OWNED AND OPERATED NEWSPAPER 
EDITORIAL ESSAY ANDART 
CONTEST 
Submissions are still being accepted for the Review's Editorial Art and 
Essay Contest. Grade 11 and 12 students are eligible for =100 for the 
best Essay and =100 for the best Editorial Cartoon. 
Two essays= and two cartoons 
will also be awarded honorable 
mentions, receiving certificates 
and one-year subscriptions to 
the Review. All three top win- 
ners in each category will have 
their submissions featured in up- 
coming issues of the Terrace 
Review. 
Submissions hould be on a 
current events topic (politics, 
ecology, human rights, tourism, 
trade, etc.) with a focus on its 
relevance to Terrace. The 
editorial essay should include a 
critical analysis of the problem 
or situation and suggest possible 
solutions or options for action. 
Essays must be a maximum 
length of 500 .words; typed 
(double-spaced) and free of er- 
rors; contain accurate references 
to research sources (interviews 
and/or literature); and be the 
original work of the student. 
The editorial art submissions 
should be on white paper, with a 
maximum size of six and a half 
by nine inches, and should be 
the original work of the student. 
For  further  informat ion contact Char  at 635-7840 
DEADLINE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 5 P.M. 
EDITORIAL 
No time left to lose on ~/a~]~ iN 8~)L[~) ..... 
these important issues 
With school back in session and the first meeting of 
the local board behind us, education has once again 
become a focal point for the community's attention. 
The issues that will come under discussion are 
familiar: what students should be offered, how it will 
be paid for and by whom, the interrelationships of 
students, parents, administrators, teachers and elected 
officials, and in fact what should and should not be 
expected of the public education system. 
These questions have all been given a departure 
point by the release last month of the final report by 
the Royal Commissioner on Education, Barry 
Sullivan. The report, despite some shortcomings, Is
probably better than would have been expected con- 
sidering the time limitations and the vastness of the 
subject. 
A major area of concentration in the report is the 
changing role of the schools: aside from the nuts and 
bolts of education, schools are now, willingly or other- 
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Student n umbersover .est i  reate,:! 
The number of students 
attending classes in School 
Distr ict  88 is about  57 
enrolments above pre-regis- 
tration estimates, assistant 
superintendent Skip Bergsma 
told trustees at the board's first 
public meeting of the year Sept. 
13. 
The total student body is now 
estimated at 5,334, compared to 
5,275 at this time last year. 
Bergsma said he expects some 
slight additional growth over the 
next month as late registrations 
come in. He attributed the 
higher numbers to the "echo 
baby boom", noting that enrol- 
merit in the district is the greatest 
it's been since the 1982-83 school 
year. 
As a result, he said, the 
district has had to hire the 
equivalent of 4.25 extra teaching 
staff• The adciitional teachers 
are being placed in Kitwanga, 
Caledonia Senior Secondary, 
Thornhil l  Elementary and 
Stewart Elementary. 
Since the enrolment exceeded 
Secretary-treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff provided the School 
District 88 board with a synopsis 
of summer work projects com- 
pleted in the district. These in- 
eluded $80,000 worth of renova- 
tions in various chools, mainly 
for replacement of carpets and 
_/':. i..u, 
building to ac- ~ .~.~ ? - .  projections, the Ministry of modifications 
Education funding formula for c0mmodate handicapped stu- 
the district, based on the number dents, $70,000 tO build and 
o f  students, came up short for equip the industrial shop at the 
the year. Bergsma said in an in- Stewart school, $75,000 for the 
terview late last week that the 
Ministry will compensate the 
district around $130,000 next 
year. The amount will be 
credited to this year's budget, 
meaning that the district will 
spend it this year. 
North Coast Regional Cor- 
respondence Centre office on 
the lower floor of the district of- 
rice in Terrace, $121,000 in 
miscellaneous roofing projects, 
and $25,000 for the new adven- 
ture playground at E.T. Kenney 
school. 
At the Sept. 13 public meeting 
Your chance.,to get involved 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary in the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
in playing please contact Ellen Smith a t  
635-4096 or May McFarland at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Families meet the second Wednes- 
day of every month at the Terrace Public 
Library. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
.of the month at 8 p.m. in theOddfellow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more information 
call 635-2470. 
The Klnette Club of Terrace meets the second 
Wednesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. 
Anyone interested, please call Donna Mclsack 
at 638-1964. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635.4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick Kilborn at 635.3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Linda at 635-5992 or 635.9141. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further into., contact the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090. 
The Kinsmen Club of Terrace meets the first 
and third -Thursday of every month. For further 
into., call Steve Mclsack at 638.1964. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 
Park Ave., Terrace, re-opens after summer 
closure on Monday, Sept. 19. New center hours 
are Monday to Friday Including lunch hour 
Tuesday evenings 7 to 9 p.m. All women are 
welcome. For further Into. call 638-0228. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE -- Your Travel In- 
focentre Counsellor Is just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plann- 
Ing your holiday trip or what to do with visitors, 
call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE for some 
HOWTODOIT HELP - -  635-2063. 
Terrace Pipes & Drums I Anyone interested in 
learning how to play the bagpipes or the 
drums, please call 635-2009 or 635.5905. Any 
experienced pipers or drummers Interested in 
participating in the Pipe Band.are also asked 
to call the above numbers. 
The Terrace Art Association is looking for 
volunteers to work at the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery afternoons , evenings and weekends. 
Shifts are three hours afternoons and 
weekends end two hours evenings. * Any in- 
terested persons who can do one or more 
shifts a month are asked to contact Maureen 
Woroby at 635-4533. 
Anyone Interested In Joining an S.O.S. group,' 
. phone Carol at 6354042. 
Alcohol and Drag Education Video Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital In the Psychiatric Unit 
GET INVOLVED --  Ksan House - Call us for 
support and Information If you are a victim of 
mental or physical:abuse. We're available 24 
hours a day to women, men and children. 
Phone 635.6447. 
The Alzhelmer Support Group meets every 
fourth Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Library basement. Everyone Is welcome. 
Phone 635-3178. 
Alanon Family Groups are the families and 
friends of alcoholics. Join us on Monday or 
Thursday evenings at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
rooms on the PSychiatric Ward of Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Note that the Thursday 
group is a non.smoking gathering. Join us 
starting October 5, on Wednesday afternoons 
at the Alcohol and Drug offices at 1:30 p.m. For 
more information call Kay at 638-1291. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre needs 
volunteers to assist our therapy and pre-school 
staff with Individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivities include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more infer. 
mation contact Maureen or Monique at 
635.9388 or 635-7557. 
The Terrace Youth Centre's fall hours are: For 
10 --  12 year olds Tuesdays and Fridays 7 -- 9 
p.m.; For 13 -- 19 year olds Mondays and 
Wednesdays 7:30 -- 9:30 p.m. We offer a varie. 
ty of programs to interest everyone who comes 
through the TYC or you can just hang out, it's 
up to you. We are always in the market for 
volunteers too! The Terrace Youth Centre is 
located at 4634 Walsh Avenue in the old Ukra- 
nian Hall. 
Every Monday evening it's Cribbage Night at 
Terracevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is invited to drop In and catch 
the action. 
Interested in hal ping the Scouts or Girl Guides, 
or the community? Short on time, but still in. 
terested? The B.P. Guild will help you help, 
without necessarily filling your calendar. If you 
don't have the time to become a Scouting 
leader, you can still help Scouts through the 
Guild, or if you wished you had gone into 
Scot]ting, the Guild can get you helping with 
Scouting events. For more information, con. 
tact Finn Larsen at 638-1377. 
Terrace Association for Community Living 
needs advocates for handicapped people liv- 
ing in Terrace. For more information please 
phone Janice at 635-9322. 
The Toastmasters Club meets on the first and 
third Tuesday of every month at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary School, room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop in 
and see what it's all about. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris. 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No previous knowledge expected. For more in. 
formation or transportation, call HIIda at 
635-7871 or Ruth at 635-2621. We look forward 
to seeing your 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics Is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group is to provide community 
education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
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Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Thnes: Pastor:* 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan ' " 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. " 
111:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Rector Rev.: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. Hermann Dittrich 
Sunday School daises are held during the 9 a.m. service. Child care is 
available during the 9 a.m. mervlce. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-901q 
Christ Lutheran Church 
First Sunday of every month, 9:00 a.m. with Holy Communion 
All other Sundays, 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday School discontinued for the summer- resumes 
Sunday, September 11, 1988 
3229 Sparks Street  6~15-552@ 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday 9:30 a,m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
3306 Gr i f f i ths  
Pastor: 
ale Unruh - -  635-7313 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. I 
635-3232 I 
- Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: . ~ Pastors: 
(for all ages) Jim Westman 
9~45 a.m. Gordon Froese 
Sunday Services: Prayer Meeting: 
B:30 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
3302 Soarks Street 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Minister: 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.rn. 6:30 p.m, 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-5115 
635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Pastor:. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
351 1 Eby Street 
Pastor. 
John Caplin 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m; 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 a.m; Au't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: ! 1:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m: 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministr ies,  Home Bible S tud ies ,  Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635'7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Inh0rmatlon call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church " 
Sunday Services: .... Pastor:. 
11 a,m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladies' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 S parks 635,6173 
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Using a runway at the 
rerrace-Kitimat Airport for a 
~emonstration of the hollow 
;pike belt left lots of room for 
~rror, but as was expected it 
5idn't really require any more 
;pace than the average highway. 
The demonstration was put on 
for representatives of various 
Northwest RCMP detachments 
by Sgt. Mike Clarabut, RCMP 
Traffic NCO for the Prince 
Rupert Subdivision. 
As explained by Clarabut, the 
hollow spike belt consists of a 
12-foot piece of rubber laced 
with dozens of 1 Y2 inch hollow 
spikes et at a 70 degree angle. In 
practice, the belt is dragged into 
the path of the fleeing vehicle by 
a rope and the spikes puncture 
the tires. The ~ame rope is then 
used to pull the belt out of the 
way of any pursuing RCMP 
vehicles. 
And as proven in the 
demonstration, the tires are not 
punctured causing the vehicle to 
go out of control - -  air is releas- 
ed slowly through the spikes 
causing the vehicle to come to 
rest about one kilometer from 
the point of contact. All that's 
required to safely stop the vehi- 
cle~says Clarabut, is the belt and 
a relatively straight section of 
highway a little over one 
kilometer long. 
The hollow spike belt has been 
used by the Victoria City Police 
for about 10 years, but it is 
relatively new to the Northwest 
- J , ,  : • -  . .  • 
and now gives local RCMP the' 
ability to stop a fleeing vehicle 
safely while avoiding the hazard 
of a high speed chase. He says 
the belt was used very effectively 
a few months ago when a young 
offender fleeing Prince Rupert 
in a stolen vehicle was stopped 
without incident. 
Clarabut says hollow spike 
belts are strategically located in 
Terrace, Smithers and Houston 
at the present time and are 
available to other detachments 
on request. He says that a 
number of other detachments in 
the Prince Rupert Subdivision 
will have the belt in the future, 
but at least another two subdivi- 
sions will be equipped this year. 
, . '  , . . 
RCMP Sgt. Mike Clarabut explains the use of the spike belt, 
which can stop a vehicle while avoiding a high speed 
chase. Terrace, Kitimat and Smithers RCMP detachments 
now have the belt andother Northwest unitswill be getting 
them soon. 
New fall looks to be featured 
at two local fashion shows 
contributed by Kim Cordelro 
OK, hombres! It's fiesta time 
at the Terrace Youth Centret 
Grab your sombreros, ponchos 
and your amigos then head 
down to the Grand Fall Opening 
of the TYC. On Wednesday, 
September 28 at 7:00 p.m. we 
• are holding a Mexican Night for 
youths 10 --  19 years old. The 
TYC knows the flavor of Mex- 
ico is natchos and there will be 
plenty for everyone. Take a 
crack at our Pinata Breaking 
Contest while you're there. 
There will be prizes for everyone 
including free tickets to our up- 
coming Fall Dance. Our cool 
TYC volunteers will also be on 
hand to answer any questions 
Youth Centre to fiesta 
about our programs, activities 
or anything else you think we 
might be able to help you with. 
Our new fall hours are: for 10 
to 12 year aids: Tuesdays and 
Fridays 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.; for 13 
to 19 year aids: Mondays and 
Wednesdays 7:30- 9:30 p.m. We 
offer a variety of neat programs 
to interest everyone who comes 
through the TYC or you can just 
hang out, it's up to you. 
We are always in the market 
for volunteers toot If you think 
you have the "right stuff" to 
work with youth please feel free 
to drop by the TYC on Walsh 
Street in the old Ukranian Hall. 
Until then, adios amigos. 
Fashionable colors for this 
fall are red, forest or emerald 
green, navy" and black, accord- 
ing to two local experts. Both 
Judy Candle, the Co-op's fash- 
ion co-ordinator and fabric 
buyer, and Shirley Marleau, 
owner of the Glass Slipper 
Bridal Shoppe, will be organiz- 
ing the people and clothes at two 
upcoming fashion shows. 
Candle is co-ordinating the 
clothes and models for the Order 
of theRoyal Purple' 'Fall Fash- 
ion Fantasy"• to" be held next 
Wednesday evening. About 30 
models, ranging in age from six 
months to 78 years old, both 
female and male, will show up to 
100 different outfits. The clothes 
are mainly from the Co-op's 
• racks, with some being made 
from the sewing section, Candle 
said. 
"We'll be showing everything 
from ultra-casual to dressy, 
from the campus look to evening 
wear," Condie told the Terrace 
Review. "And there will be an 
aerobics exhibition with Kathy 
Corbett." 
Condie says the popular fab- 
rics this season focus on natural 
fibers, especially cotton and 
wool. Because wool has risen in 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace 
4818 Hwy. 16 West 
SUNDAY:  Terrace Athletics Assn. 
MONDAY:  Terrace Minor Hockey 
Terrace's Bingo Place 
" '2"  
TUESDAY: Kermodes or Jaycees . . /~-. 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Club ~'~ . . . .  i 
THURSDAY:  747 Atr-- Cadets 
Ladles- _°f the Royal Purple / 
FRIDAY.  Parapelegoc Assn . .  ; 
SATURDAY:  Parapelegic Foundatton / 
Regular EVERYONE WELCOME! _ Extra 
' 118- -  (,0,,,,...°,u,) Galnu= i ,  . . .= . . i  - . w ,..u,,,..; 
I rnang you= nave  a N#ce aay~ 
price recently, another cool- 
weather alternative is corduroy. 
Look also for the color com- 
bination of cinnamon and 
winter-white. 
"We'll also be demonstrating 
how to ,mix and match, so that 
the same article of clothing can 
be worn for dress wear and for 
work . "  
Less cost-conscious styles will 
be shown at the Welcome Wag- 
on's Bridal Fair, where the Glass 
Slipper will provide the wedding 
gowns and formal wear. Bridal 
gowns there range in price from 
$235 to over $1,000, with most 
Terr.ace brides purchasing in the 
$500 tO $700 range. "A few go 
up to $1,200," employee Annie 
Lourenco noted, "some brides 
feel it's worth it, it's such a 
special day." 
Traditional gowns have made 
a comeback (thanks partly to the 
influence of Princess Di and the 
new Mrs. Gretzky), with their 
full skirts, long trains, sweet- 
heart necklines, and plenty of 
beads, pearls, sequins, lace and 
ruffles. 
But modern styles are also 
starting to appear in bridal 
magazines, shows and shops. 
"The new ones are really figure- 
fitting, slim-fitting styles," 
Marleau explained, taking out a 
sleek, narrow-skirted gown with 
a low, floor-brushing fan of a 
flounce in a style named after 
mermaids. 
These "modern" gowns are 
influenced by the 1920's and 
flappers, with their dropped 
waist and clean lines. A head- 
band style veil completes the 
look. More evidence of the 
continued on page 18 
:~__ ~ . ~ ,  • Kitchen Cabinets 
" L~','; " ";-! I, - -.-1 • Flooring 
. _~ i  1~ I i ~ ' ~  .Garage Doors 
_ JL_ J~,~I  I~.~x ee r l ~ ;  !.!:t • Medicine CatJinets 
-l-I   Z.W • Mi,l=i,0s 
JL ~! I,] ~ • preCast Steps 
l[ U ~ r ~  eprefinlshedlnterlor 
~~ I~ TORTI-rWEST DISCOUNT 
~~,]  4450"B Grelg Avenue 
• ', ~/;/r~ - 635-6500 
I I ] I I  I "  I • 
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The School District 88 board Shauna Bryan, a 1988 grad- . . . '  , .' . . ' _ " : .  :.;' i.~ '...:. :.~' . " ~: - .. - . .., 
of trustees agreed to renew a five hate of Hazelton Secondary Ir~ t~,~ r~M~: r~lt-I~e: ~LWAV~ ~ 1 ~':IT'~; ~TRICTLY L) I I BY TRAVELllq~ TO6ETHER ~ I 
year lease to the Canadian School, has been chosen bythe l~ F~"~O~O"T~l'"lN~l~'l~lA"T'l'O'Ni.~ [L  A ~k'FTER Ol: ~=~ Ifl w~ GET 6R~AT ~OUP r "  I 
Broadcasting Corporation for a Ministry of Advanced Educa- I.'x:~ i _ - : ,  - -  ~.=.~L2", I Ik.~CONOHIC~Il|l D I fCOUI~r~AT~,_ ,~ I 
small area of the Cassie Hall tion and Job Training to receive |~o~. .~~~'~.?~"~ " I ~ ~ . , , , r "  Itl X ,o .~RA~) . -  ~ ,~,./~, -K  I 
school grounds that houses their the prestigious Premier's Ex-  i ~ , ;~ " o ' ~  ~ I I~P~ ~ I~,L ''.'~='''''''" '~ /_ '~ . .~ ~ LI 
• • . '- ' . I ' " 
F i s h , o n -  continued from page 17 . . . . .  _ ' ~- .  I , l ~ . ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  
cyclical nature of fashion is a Alma Joachi m said. 'Whmlgot . - . . " " " : i .  . " ,i. :,/:::-' • . :  , .  , " .  i. ' . .  
return to the pillbox hat and married, I had no idea how I • . . , ;':.:;: . : - i  - I 
shawl collars Marleau saw on a much was available in town: The I R O_ : i~ i . ,  i~:~",-. ~ BY JOHNNY HART I 
recent buying trip. Bridal Party is really worth- I , . .~ ,v ,  ' : : .:.- : . " .... ' . : " . . " • I 
Some unexpected colors are while." Tickets are free to 1989 .,. ' :~: i •:~..:". ~ .-" ' 
also making their way into brides and their guest by calling t ,~ , .~ ,~ l~ j r r ,~ . . / /~- .~/ . . ,  - . .~,;.~;:'(4~I~1 l_t.'~,~rl ~l" '~ f l~  ~ ~ [~ f~ ~ ' ~ ~ X ~  11: 
bridal parties: white and ivory 638-1204. , 
have been joined by a.delicately , ,  . . .  ~ ~ [ ' L ~ . . ' ~ q D ~ O F ~ " ~  ."~" [li'[ 
pink tone in wedding gowns, The Royal Purple s msmon ~W/tA~,Hg-Ft.~_~ l PlP~ C.~VlI~'~'i'~IC~ [ -"'/-" ~,~ l i~~._  .~ .~ ~ 
~md bridesmaids area earing show is a fund-raiser, with i r~F~eo~r . "  ir~,otm~l~:~'-r.  [~ l~] ( f f  ~ '~ I~ J '~L~ , ~- I~ IL  
in black-and-white dres~sPePs, lend- tickets costing ,12. "The Royal L rT '~,~ '~J  ~ r  [~. t I~'~,- u -~; :~ '~" : "~- . - . ;  "/~',~--I',[~ "~ '~.  I ' , " ,  ~ /~ I "  
ing a very formal look Purple and the Elks pledged | ~ ~  I I~,,,~,~ ~:'}l I ICiJI I$ " . . ~ / - J [ J~~'  ~_P - , ! J~  I 
" • • • ~." 4, ~' . - • ~'1 
Fall and winter colors for $15,000 over five years to M,lls l I ~ ~ ~ ~ : . ' . , !  t I~  ~] ' . . , .A .~, .~f"  'q~l~i'l ~/ '~, J~ .L  . _ . .~ ,~ I ,  
bridesmaids and party-goers are Memorial Hospital for a ureth- I ~ ~ ~ i ' ~  I!)~/ B ] J i~~l~' , ,  : H "~:'~1~,: [ .~ J  I- 
dark and dramatic, with fuschia, rascope," Mary Doell explain: ~ ~ ~ l ' ~ L ~ i i ; : " ,  ~ ~'~ " • ! " . J ' l !~ '~] -~~ ~ L ~  L 
emerald and navy dresses done ed, "and so far we've donated l ~ ~ ~ . ~ "  ' "A:¢'T - ~ ' . g ~ ~ ; / ' ~  
up in velvet and the increasingly $6,000." The proceeds from I~ '--~;; ~ c  ,~,~., ,~'-  - - - - '~"- -  
popular iridescent affeta. 
,The Welcome Wagon Bridal 
Party happens October 18 at the 
Inn of the West. "The purpose 
their • October 5 show, to be held 
at the Elks Hall, also goes 
towards this hospital project. 
Joyce Martel added the Order of 
is to help people plan their wed- the Royal Purple also raise 
dings, from invitations to cater- funds through bingo, catering, 
ing to what to wear, and where "and whatever we can come up 
they can go to find everything," with." This is the second annual 
Welcome Wagon co-ordinator "FallFashion Fantasy." 
| 
Terrace Interiors Ltd. '1 
Exter ior  and  inter ior  paints  
I A rmst rong  f loor ing • Hard ing  carpets 
Sunwor thy  wal lpaper  
"'Afl the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
' i  • /: ~ "~ i ~ 
,, , 1~.: ii~iiii',~ i~  
: ACROSS 
t Scanty 
5 Apiece 
6 Frank : 
12 Ocean flow 
13 Richard . 
14 NeIwork . 
15 Asslgn.~ a position 
17 Gr. love god 
|8 Brick carrier 
19 Carter's home 
2f Eva . .  
24 Spores 
25 Eagm 
26 One time 
2] Msle swan 
30 WIS It~el 
31 Small amounl 
32 Jep sash 
33 Assam silkworm 
34 Cleopatra's snake, pl. 
35 Rotate 
36 Boats 
38 Track events 
39 Retards 
41 Chemical salt 
42 Speak 
i 12 
m r  
I I  
15 
/ / 
21 22 
25 
.10 
33 
/ 
39 ;40 
42 
48 
635-6600 
THIS WEKK,R 
PUT, ZI,I': ANSWER 0oon ]ilo  
~¢lC- , lg l~ IN I t i l LL l~  
53 Smell selecllon 
48 Rues. c l ly 
49 Summm, Ft. 
50 Bacchanars cry 
51 Guise 
52 Scol. river : 
53 Inhequnnt 
DOWN 
I Sl,eels. ahhr. 
2 D,unk 
3 .... Lupine 
4 Plan 
! 
•!iii ¸~/; i  :: 
: i ~ :~:ii!:?iii' ,~  
5 Urqe 
6 Age . 
7 Esteems 
8 Mountain wymph 
g Submarine Instrumenl 
10 Eng. school 
11 Loch 
16 Charged Ira,title 
20 Cooled general 
21 Enclosure 
22 Always 
23 Makes fun of 
24 Culs 
26 Preoccupied 
28 Death nolice 
29 Storage boxes ~ .. 
34 Insect ' ,, " 
35 Merchant.. ~ 
• for e.xample 
' 3T Talus ' 
38 Chart 
' 39 Orator part 
40 Edible mot 
41 'Peter Pan' phate 
44 Greek goddess 
45 Ragweed genus 
46 Neither . 
47 Hor.~e command 
i0 I1 
28 29 
46 47 
The Ryatts By Jack Elrod 
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Local astronomical Historical events in October 
" " founded w i t  h ¢ornplledbyTomTaggart soc ie ty  ' • Oct.01: INDEPENDENCE DAY, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (1949). 
Oct. 02: Birth of the pacifist, Mohandas K. Gandhi (1869). lid me... bership Oct. 03: Birth of actress, Eleanora Duse(1859). . . v~n m ). Oct, 04: USSR launches Sputnik 1. first m~rl-made arth satellite (1957). : : -  
There was a good turn-out of 
stargazersat the founding meet- 
ing of the Terrace Astronomical 
Society last week. Allen Woot- 
~ton said 19 people attended, and 
a number of others had express- 
ed interest. What draws people 
to study and enjoy astronomy? 
"It's fascinating. We looked at 
the rings of Saturn that night. 
They're beautiful in photo- 
graphs, but there's nothing like 
seeing them through a 
telescope," Wooton said. 
One person in attendance was 
interested in building a tele- 
scope, others there had ex- 
perience in the craft; some came 
to learn about astronomy, and 
others to share what they know. 
There's a nice mix of ages, too, 
with about half being secondary 
students and half adults. 
Astronomy is an inexpensive 
hobby, Wooton says. "You 
don't need really expensive 
equipment. For moderate ex- 
pense, you can look at the same 
Oct. 05: 
stars professional astronomers Oct. 07: 
study." The learning is fun, too: Oct. 08: 
there's so much to know about Oet. 09: 
the stars and planets, you can 
never learn everything. A num- Oct. 10: 
• ber of publications are available, 
one of the best being that of the Oct. 11: 
Canadian Royal Astronomical Oct. 12: 
Society, and they have an annual Oet. 14: 
yearbook, due out in Ociober, Oct. 15: 
which acts  as an excellent OCt. 16: 
resource. Also available locally 
are Sky and Telescope and 
Astronomy. 
The principals at both 
Skeena and Caledonia secon- 
dary schools have been very sup- 
portive~ Wootton said, adding 
their telescopes to Wooton's for Oct, 23: 
the club's Use. 
The Terrace Astronomical • Oct, 25: 
Society may become an affiliate• ..- 
of the Canadian Royal Astro- 
nomical Society, a prestigious 
national organization composed 
of both amateurs and profes- 
sionals, if there is enough in- 
terest. 
Oct. 17: 
Oct. 19: 
Oct. 21: 
Oct. 28: 
Oct, 29: 
Oct. 30: 
Oct. 31 
19 
CLASSIFIED 
Death by neglect of the blues sing¢~r, Janis Joplin, age 27 (1970). 
Chief Tecumseh killed by Yanks at Battle of Thames in Canada (1814). 
Death by drink of the poet, Edgar Allan Poe (1849). : ~~' 
Fire destroys Chicago (3 dead) and Peshtigo, Wisconsin (1,150 dead) (1871). -: 
Japanese Navy annihilates Russian Navy at Tsushima Strait (1905). 
"Che" Guevara, Argentine doctor-revolutionary executed in Bolivia (1967). • 
THANKSGIVING DAY, CANADA 
"Nattering Nabobs of Negativism" force resignation of Spire Agnew (1973). 
Birth of the social-activist, Eleanor Roosevelt (1884). 
Christopher Columbus and crew of 88 drop anchor in New World (1903). 
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. accepts Nobel Peace Prize (1964). • 
Birth Of the poet, Publius Vergil Mara aka Virgil (70 BC). 
Birth of the philosopher, Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844). 
Marie Antoinette loses head at age 38, eats no more cake (1793). 
Long march of the Chinese Red Army begins (1934). 
People's Republic of China becomes the fifth nuclear power (1964). 
New York Times publishes monstrous 946 page, 7½ pound Sunday edition (1965). 
Black Monday: Wall Street stocks crash 508 points (1987). 
Birth of the poet, Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772). 
Thomas Alva Edison turns on the lights (1879).. (EVENT OF THE MONTH) . , 
Joan Baez gets jail for disturbing the (Vietnam) War (1967). 
9:00 a.m.: God creates World (4004 BC) sez Archbishop James Usher in 1658. 
Birth of the actress, Sarah Bernhardt (1845). :-" 
241 U.S. Marines and numerous Frenchmen find Allah in Beirut (1983). ........ 
Charge of the Light Brigade repulsed by heavyweights (1854). -~~ 
Birth of the artist, Pablo Picasso (1881). 1" 
U.S. crushes its tiniest neighbor, Grenada (1983). 
FULL MOON, 1988 ;: ':: 
Irishman Terrence MacSwiney, Mayor of Cork dies from 74-day fast (1920)i :•/' :*: '~:~I ~  
Wall Street akes the Big Dive (1929), $26,000,000,000 in losses. 
Scotsman John Baird invents television (1925). ~ :~ 
Giant asteroid Hermes nearly hits Earth (1937), almost no survivors. 
HALLOWE'EN (Druid Autumn Festival) : :~ ~:i!~ ;::~ 
Assassination of lndiri Gandhi, Indian Prime Minister (1984). . . . . .  
\ 
• - . . .  
AUTOMOTIVE 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
$159. for 25 words ($3, per each additional word) Call The Terrace Review at  635-7840 
35 ft. motor home: M-C-3, 
671 diesel bus, Ash cup- 
boards, deluxe micro, large 
2-door 31way frldge, stove, 
oven, WlD full bath, rear 
bedroom, sleeps four. C:B., 
T.V., radio, phone, enlen- 
nes. Lighting plant, awning, 
largelar holding tanks. 
$55,000. Open to trades. 
~(~___}836-4122. 
Buy/lasso any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pre.approv- 
ed credit. Cell collect 464- 
0271; 1:)5231. . 
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck. Seven year warranty. 
Payments from $139.1Mo. 
O,A.C. Call lease manager 
at (604)465-8931. DL5584. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Long Established R.V. parts 
and service buslhes8 for 
8ale due to owner retiring. 
Located in one of B.C.'s 
fastest growing areas. Ex- 
cellent return. Reply to Box 
2630, The Lesdei', Box 276, 
Surrey. V3T 4W8. 
Exclusive Distributorship of 
Carvern Petrochemicals for 
the automobiles, residential, 
commercial and Industrial 
BUSINESS EOUIPMENT AND HELP WJ~NTEO HELP WANTED REAL ESTATE 
OPPORTUNITIES MACHINERY Registered Nurses: The must sell immediate- 
ly, 1600 square foot unique, Start your own ImportlEx- 1977 Western Start TA Hanna Health Care Com- 18 News Your Business? The Owner 
port mall order business, Dump, Cummins, RTO 13, plex, a 50-bed fully accredit- Yukon New8 in Whltehorse Spanish Style Home In ~um- 
even 8pare time. No money 38000 R.A., Government ed acute care hospital, re- is Icoking for a General merland B.C. Large Solar- 
or experience. Since 1946. tested. New rubber, quires casual & full time Assignment Reporter. ium, Recreation Room, Hot 
Free brochure: Wade World $,23,500., 1981 Drott 40D, 6 general duty nurses. Salary Photography skills a ~ust, Tub, Sauna, Wall Oven, 
Trade, t ic  Cdn. Small Buai- cylinder, 3000 hours. Two & benefits as per United experience an asset; Good Stove, Frldge, Dishwasher, 
buckets, demo thumb, Nurses of Alberta contract, benefits. Apply Yukon Fireplace, Two Baths, Car- News, 211 Wood Street, heSS Inst., Dept. Wl, 1140 Applicant must be eligible oort, Workshop, Half Acre 
Bellamy Read N., Scar- $351000. 652-2113. for Alberta registration. Whltehorse, Yukon. Y1A Landscaped, 24 Fruit and 
borough~ Ont. MIH 1H4. 5-HP 3-Phase Compressor, Phone or write Dalyce 2E4, Attention: Patrlcla Liv- Nut Tress. First $68,000. 
De Vilbles w/electric con- buys. (604)767-9811. Bus Charter Business. trois. 3-Ton, 3-Phue Brad- Green81ade, Director of Pat- ing, Editor. 
lent Services, Hanna Gener- Aggressive and •growing Profitable South Central 
Beautiful 47 passenger Pro- bury hoist, Model 688C. al Hospital, Box 730; Hen- newspaper group on Van- B.C. Pub. $264,000. gross 
vest. Motor Carrier Author- Bear alignment rack, (above na, Airs.. T0J 11=O. Phone couver Island will have an sales. Asking $260,000. 
ity. School Bus Permit. ground). Alignment air (403)854-3331. opening this fall for a Pub- $100,000. down or try your Several advanced bookings, jacks, snap.on 4-way align- 
Located in sunny LIIIooet. ment gauges. (604)748-1232. A Progressive Northern IieherlSales Manager. Can- trades. Call Henry Desno- 
dldetes must have extensive yer, Tradeland Realty Ltd., 
Call Wayne after 5:00 256- 1974 Bantam excavator, Ford Dulershlp requires an experience in newspaper ed- 3410 Coldstream Ave., Vet- 
7620. Good. 1974 JD Backhoe, accountant. Experienced In vertlslng sales and demon- non, B.C. VIT 1Y2. 545- 
Excellent 1975 Int., dump, dealer ecceuntlng an aceot, strated people skills. This 5325 days~ 542-8712 eves... 
clean 45' Brantford trailer Contact Wolverine Ford at position offers a competitive 
EDUCATIONAL with bunks. Mayauw water (403)926-2591. salary and bonus _p~kage, SERVICES 
How To Play Popular Piano drilling rig on 3-ton. Numer- usual benefits, proflt-sher- "ICBC Offered me $3,500. 
And Organ. New home stu- ous trailers, Pick-ups. Sal- ing and an opportunity to Cerey, Llnde got me $194,- 
dy course. Fast, easy moth- mon Arm Truck and Equip- Succeesl One of Canada's jol-n Western Canada's hot- 000. , G.N. - Abbotsford. 
od. Guaranteedl Also mr ment 832-2688. fastest growing companies test newspaper management Vancouver Lawyer Carey 
electronic keyboards. For- 1977 Peterbilt logging truckj requires 1 or 2 self-moti- group. Reply in writing, in- Llnde (8inca 1972) has 'Free 
Free Information, write: senorlty position. P & T vated people In your area oluding complete resume Information. Phone 1-684- 
Popular Music Systems, Mill, Williams Lake. Comes who desire Income potential end. references to George 7798. Second Opinions Glad- 
Studio 18, 3284 Boucherle with 1977 Peerless Pole in excess of $800. weekly. Manning, General Manager, ly Given. 
Road, Kelowna, B.C. VIZ Trailer and Eldec scales. Work your own hours mar- Island Publishers Ltd., P.O. 
2H2. Good condition. 392-3942 af- keting our exclusive eccee. Box 7310, Stn. D, Victoria, Get A Complete Divorce. 
Earn Your Certifleate. Learn ter 6. sory Items In your area. Gall B.G. V9B 5B7. All replies 5-15 weeks. Just $69.95 plus 
us for full detail8 (416)756- will remain confidential, court costs. Prooeulng ext- Income tax preparation or FOR SALE MISC. 
basic bookkeeping by (:or- For Sale: Fully Inspected 7796 w (416)756-2111. respondence. For free bro- Ice maker/maintenance re. re. No court appearance, no 
chure, no obligation: U & R and federally graded 'rood- quires a BC refrigeration consent of spouse necee. 
ern meat packing plant In Tax Services, 1345 Pembina north eastern Alberta. Ex- Overseas Positions. Hund- certificate. Forward resume asry. Eligible??? Find out, 
Hwy., Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2B6. Franchises available, cellent farming community, reds of top paying positions, to Laurence DugganL Chet- Free Information and Olv- 
Modern town, population All occupations. Free de. wynd and District Recree- orce Act l l t  Dlvorcervice tlon Centre, Box 757, Chet- 687-2900, 201-1252 Burtard, 
wynd r B.C. V0G 1 J0 .  Vancouver, B.C. Same eye. 
markets. W.L.P. Marketing, 
6301 Elaine Way, Victoria, (203)284-1806. B,C. V8Z 6A2. (604)652- 4,000. Immediate posses-, tails. Overseas Employment 
9751. Inventory purchase re- Master 1988 Tax' Reforml sign. Box 1434, Vermilion, Sarvlces, Dept. CA, .Box tern since 1970. 
quIred. In-depth correspondence Alia. (403)853-4622. 460, Mount Royal, Quemoe ~. TRAVEL 
H3P 3G7. Cell toll-free - course on personal Income PERSONALS Chance of a Ilfetlmel Start tax. $225. fee covers ell I.Ightlng Fixtures. W'-eetern 
your own business at home. costs and 18 tax deduct- Canada's largest display.. 800-361-2461. 21 Days In Spalnl Luxury r~,  v,~, hnu= , - rm.q*  ,,r^h. Torremollnos condominium. 
:Luxurious lingerie and day- ibM. •Phone collect: Personal • Wholesale and retail. Free ~ • . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " "  " - -  '---'-~-- "~'--'- v"-- I *M.  ~) Da|~mh/~ ku  ~ l | f lah l~ iS  I WJIr I~ l t~RJ IWI l l ,  l l . ,q i~ml ,  IUw*  
IU I I IO |  I F IU J~ I~t~ I~ 1 |1  I l l l lE I Iv  wear, underceverwesr Tax Sarvlea - (403)4~-$614. Catalogues available. Nor- 
Home Fashion Show. Cell Registered. BIC. Private burn Lighting Centre., 4600 Insurance agency in North Institutions? Nowhere to On Beach. Ayailabl: Fe~ 
turn? For Information ca ,,.,,~^ ,,.,....,,...~ o , , ,  collect (604)562-5481, Tra]nlna Institution. Eeet Hastings Street, Burn- Vancouver 181and Communi- II ary 11 to MarCh , lm 
Well established concrete Free: 1988 guide to eiudy- abYJ_I.2gg.Og~.B.C. VSC 2K5. Phone. tYpoeltlon.manlS seekingfor furlMuettimeleVelbeAUto°nemotlvat.selas'Plan back1"604"420"8840'your smi el We bring ~;T;u'(]h,.,,uu ,, ~."3~'.'",-,~-~-,;~,J. _.__..._.'~'"' 
i pumplng, piecing and fin- at,home corresponoenea GARDENING ed, versatile and willing to 
ishlng business for 8ale on Diploma Courses for prest- 
the beautiful Sunshine lalou8 careers: Accounting, Greenhouse and Hydroponic learn. Reply In own hand: 
Coast. 1987 gross, over /[Ircondltloning_Bcokkesp. Supplies. Best selection and writing with resume ano 
$500,980. Equipment c?n- Ing, Bu81nees, Gesmetolog. y t pricing In C4m_~ls.. Sam.e salary expectations. Port 
81sis of three pickup trU0K8, Electronics, LegallMeOlcal day shipping. /o ,  vree oro- Hardy Inauranee Services 
three concrete pumps, six Secretary, Psychology, er line I--800-6S3-8819. Ltd., Box 520, Port Hardy, 
power trowels, miscellan- Travel. Granton (1A), 1055 Western Water Firms, 1244 B.C. V0N 21=0, Fax 949- 
.... ecus tools and equipment. West Georgia St. 12002, Seymour 8treat, Vancouver. 5900. Appileations will be 
886,7022. Vancouverj 1-800-268-1121. _Call for our catldogue, held in strictest confidence. 
• : "~ /~:- :•:.::/, ': '• •:: :": '• :/ •: : ' : / / i  i ¸ •: : .... '• ::': ::~:::::::•/:/, : •/': : :• ' .=~•••  • , :~ , i~  : : ' L  ¸•  , • " • 
ii!~, ~:/!,i ~ * .......... 
, . , 
Black VW Bug; good running con- 
$500 obo. Phone 
-.: .• 1114 
"Are you planning to be In the 
Victoria area on the weekend of 
November 12? I f  so, you are 
welcome to Join us at the Third 
Bi-Ennlal Terrace Night to reminisce 
about old times and renew old 
acquaintances. For Information 
contact: Andy Owens at 3196 
Matilda Drive, Victoria, B.C. V9C 1Y5 
or phone 474-3871. 9/28c 
R.L .  (Bob) Jackman 
Project Consulting 
Executive Search 
Personnel & Training 
Business Services 
D.G. (Danny) Sheridan 
Project Consulting 
Property Management 
Real Estate Consulting 
Management Training 
Sheridan Jackman 
Consultants Inc. 
;te. A, 4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IP4 
Bus. (604) 635-9511 
8131 c
1973 Dodge Charger; V8, 318, 
4-speed, automatic, completely re- 
built from ground up, all new parts. 
Must be seen. Asking $4,000 obo. 
Phone 632-6425. 1017 
bh~ Westar~mber 
Millwright 
Southern Wood 
Products 
Westar Timber Ltd. is an innovative 
forest products company with 
operations in the northern and 
southern interior of  British 
Columbia. 
Westar's Southern Wood Products 
Operation, located in Casflegar, 
B.C., is a multi-sp~ie •haill Which 
has recently undergone a significant 
modernization program -- building 
for the future. 
We are currently looking for a 
Millwright to be part of our team 
at Southern Wood Products. The 
successful candidate will be a 
Certified Journeyman and, ideally, 
will have previous awmill ex- 
perience. This position is on a 
steady graveyard shift. 
If you meet hese criteria nd want 
to be part of Westar's winning team, 
please submit resumes in con- 
fidence to: Rick Forgaard, Pro- 
duction Manager. 
Looking for staff? 
Try us first. Full time or 
temporary  account ing ,  
c ler ica l ,  computer  and  
secretarial. 
635-9511 
i 
Westar  l imber  l td .... 
Southern  ~ i )od  Products  
p.o. Box850 . . .... 
" - -7 - - -7 -  - :  - -  • , -  - ,  : ' . .  . L .  
• . '  .~  - :~ , :  
Castlegar, B.C; : :: . :  
VIN 3H8 . . . . .  
Delivery Drivers 
Wanted 
with own vehicle 
635-1500 
9128p 
Good Opportunity 
for 
Established 
PINE MUSHROOM 
buyers 
For 1988-89 Season 
in all areas 
Contact 
Ken Ridgway at 
Ko-Da Trading 
628-9949 
Prince Rupert 
9128p 
1985 Chevy Spectrum, 4 cyl., 
5.speed, 4-door, gold, immaculate 
condition, low mileage. $5,900. 
Phone 635-3454 eves., 638.4269 
10112p days. 
i l  . II i l l  
For Sale: A 1982 2.horse trailer, with 
height extension. In very good con- 
dition. Phone: 635.2812 or 635J,043. 
1015p 
Beef and Lamb for your freezer. Half 
of whole - -  cut and wrapped. Ap- 
prox. 400 to 500 Ibs. After Sept. 30. 
Phone Smithers: 847-2463 or  
847-5141. 9128c 
Otter horse vlta.mlneral supple.• ditlon. Asking 
ment, 2 kg. for $8.00. Loose hay for 624-4109. 
mulch $35 p.u. load - -  you pick up. 
Phone 635-2118. 10112p 
German Shepherd and Lab puppies. 
Asking $25. Call the Message Relay 
Center 1.800-972-6503 and ask for 
635.9643. 10/7 
FOR RENT 
. 1,2 & 3 bedroom opertments 
. Laundry facilities & balconies 
* Two blocks from downtown 
. Ren4s start at $340.00 
* References required 
Woodland ARartments 
M5-$922 or  635.5224 
1986 Fiord GT; 19,000 kms, loaded, 
red & sliver. Asking $14,500. Phone 
624-6050. 1017 
1977 Cougar; loaded, only 81,000 
kms, good condition. Must see. Ask- 
ing $2,000. Phone 632-7781. 1017 
1977 Mercury Marquis; engine needs 
work, good interior, fair body, fully " 
loaded. Asking $300, • Phone 
632-7826 or 632-5992. 10/14 
1975 Buick Century 350; ps, pb, auto, 
good running condition. Asking 
$1,500. Phone 638-0763. 1017 
AVON 
Christmas is almost 
here and it's the time 
x~f year for the  
h ighest  earnings - -  
Share in the excite- 
ment and profits. No 
car necessary. 
For more informa- 
tion, please call col- 
lect: 
635-5055 
Situation wanted: Experienced failer 
seeking employment.  Phone 
635.2803, unit 5. Ask for John 
Anderson. 1015p 
Fully experienced Janitor seeks full- 
time work. Experienced In all phases 
of building maintenance and securi- 
ty. Phone 635-6116. 10126p 
For rent or lease: 1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. Lots of parklng. 
For further Information phone 
635-3355. tfnp 
Gentleman looking to share living 
expenses on two-bedroom apart- 
ment with second gentleman. Close 
to town. For more info. phone 
635.3854 after 5 p.m. and ask for 
Shirley. 9128p 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Central ly located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units,  laundry  
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 ° 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
I unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1,735 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
OFFICES FOR RENT 
Newly renovated offices 
4600 Block Lakelse 
1- -  200 square feet 
1 - -  850 square feet  
Phone  638-1446 
between 9a.rn. & 3 p.m. 
9/21c 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
One bedroom suite: queen size al- 
mond and oak water bed, 2 dressers, 
2 night tables. Phone 635-2119 even- 
ings. 1015p 
Apple liE enhanced 126K profes. 
sional computer system. Dual disk 
drive, color monitor, system saver, 
excellent condition, $1,500. Phone 
696-3624. 9128p 
140,000 BTU Newmac wood-oil com- 
bination furnace. Asking $950. 
Phon e 635-3009. 1112p 
English beige mohair sweater, large 
size. Cost $110., never been worn. 
Asking $60. Phone 638-1588. 10114 
Canopy for short box pick up. Ask- 
ing'$400. Phons 627-8453. 1017 
80 co. Yamaha MX, $700. Custom 
Cooper boys skates, size 7, $125. 
Misc. furniture, clothes & toys. 
Phone 624-9215. 1017 
Electrolux with power nozzle & ac- 
cessories, good condition. Asking 
.$125. Broilmaster gas barbecue with 
propane tank, ex condition. Asking 
$250. firm. Phone 638-8087. 1017 
6-inch Jolnter.planer complete with 
protractor and stand. Asking $300. 
Phone 635-2507. 10/14 
Baby's cr|b, good condition. Asking 
$30. Phone 635.6367 anytime. 10114 
Daytime nanny needed with own 
transportation, to attend to 4-year- 
old and his activities. Phone 
635.7369. 1015p 
Full or Part-time Position 
available for an 
Experienced, Aggressive, Self-Motivated 
Sales Person in Newspaper Advertising 
Artistic and Creative ability an asset 
Phone 635-7840 Apar tments  I 
1 il Ask for Mark or Marjorie One bedroom from: Two bedroom from:' $ s 3 2 5  per month per mont I 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - Attract ive' ,  sp-a¢/OUS, with storage room. 
35 hour per week, temporary six month • Colore~lappllances andflxturos. 
executive secretarial position available • ~auti fu' l  cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large balconies wltl~ screened patio doors. 
in the education administration office, • t~un¢~ raomf/es. 
S.D. 88 (Terrace). • $eour/ty enter.phones and deadbolta, , 
To apply for this chal lenging posit ion and for I Fully draped and ©o'ordrnated to wlw carpets, :: ,~ 
• Six channel satellite T.V.  ~*~- : 
further information contact Employment Services, • Racquet  ~ur ts .  " . . . . . . .  
Employment & Immigration Canada, 4630 Lazelle, • Amp/e par, lag : :  
Terrace. Telephone: 635-7134,  Closing date :  •Refemncearequired. i l 
September 30/88. " Phone: 635-6968 
I 
Manor  VUlo 
Apartments  
now renting 1 & 2 bedroom 
suites. Phone 635.4503 
evenings. _~, 
• i 
Multi.family garage sale at 2451 
Toynbee in Thornhilh October 1 from 
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & October 2 from 11 
a mto  I p,m. 1011 
"Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
I'm a 6 year old black Husky/Lab 
cross, used to country living --  now 
living on the end of a rope in the city. 
I'm great withklds and seldom bark. 
If you have a good home for me, 
please call Gord or Leanne at 
635-7731. 
Sincerely, Waylon 
tfn 
I - " 
Classified Ads-  Dead l ine  Is Monday ,  1 p .m.  .... ~! 
Al'a public eervlce the T ~  Rm~w will print free of charge any a d offering to s..h.are / i : : :i 
something with the commun!,W (ell., rides, child care, free items). In addition mere wile be , ; :!: :: 
no charge for "Lost & Found" or for ads placed by individuals seeking work. ~I ; ~ ' ~"' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ * l~b~"  ~, ~ ~ 
RATISS Nero.display - per Igue: $4.00 for 30"w0rde or lois, additional :: :~i! i~!i 
words SC each. ' " . ~ ~ :, , : :  
Dhplay - per Issue: $4.75 per column Inch. r~ ~ . . . .  
TIRMsIWe ro l ler ,  the right to classify, edit or refuse a n y a d v e r t i s e m e n t . p a y m e n t  wi  o de  union otherwise' ar ang d, i i ii / !  !: iil ii:':} ::i 
Please send your nd with payment o: 4535 Greig Ave., ;: : 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IAA7. 
CLAS ' SIFI 
i 
I I  - -  ? 
i . . . .  
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• . t:i il/ , ,  :,+, , . 
- . . ' .  ' The official results of the June 93; Physics 12-  91; studying 
' ,. : .... : . . . . . . . . .  - . - - - - -  1988 provincial high school ex- Science' (Dentistry) at U .V ic -  
• , ~ "  ' aminations are in. and 11 CaleS toria. 
• donia graduatds were honored at Rose Lenser: Biology 12 + 90; 
the Sept. 13 meeting of School Caledonia, Grade  .12 (Rehab, 
District 88 trustees for achieving Medicine, U.B.C.). 
' + , , . 
Admiral 30"electdoatove;gold, very Unplanned Pregnancy? Decislonsto 1981 Suburban +/,-ton truck, V-8, marks greater than 90 percent. Shawnee Love: Biology 12 - 
good condition. Asking $250. but make? Understanding all your alter- auto. transmission, tape deck. C/W The Certificates of Recogni- 93; Chemistry 12- 93; study and 
make an offerl It has to gel 10114 natives makes you really free to trailer package. Asking $5,000 o.b.e. 
Queen size box spdng& mattress, choose. For a confidential, caring Phone635-3780. 1112p tion were presented by Terrace travel in Japan. 
friend, ~ call Birthright, 635.3907, tS76 Jeep' Pickup4 x 4. Must sell. trustee Barbara Johnson, but Christine Weber: Biology 12 - 
Asking $50. Phone 624-3934. 10/7 anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- First offer over $2,000 takes. Phone . because most of the students are 99; English Literature 12 - 91; 
Couch & matching ©hair. Asking INC. tfn 635.7375 or 638.7292 after 6 p.m.. now out of town at university, French 12 - 91; studying Arts 
$2500bo. Phone 639-9473. 10/7 KltimetCdslsLIneandreferralser- 1112p nearly all the certificates were (Political Science and Jour- 
21 cubic foot freezer; good condl- vice. Phone 632.4333 open 7 days a 
tion, 3 baskets, 2 dividers. Asking week.9p.m.toaa.m.Answeringser, 1985 GMC 1500 Sierra, 4 x 4, received by parents, nalism) at University of Guelph. 
$200. phone 635-5829, 10114 vice during the day. - tfnp 4.speed, 350, p.s., p.b.., dual r.t.anks, Students recognized by the Jann Marie Wilson: Chemis- 
• ' 47,000 kms., excellent gas m,eage. 
Large bud table with double wood Abortion Counselling, Information Very good c0nd. Asking $11,500. board are: try 12 - 91;studying Rehabilita- 
legs. Asking $550. Phone635-2507. and referral.service. Fridays 10-12. Ph0ne635-7721 . . . . .  9128p Col in Brehaut: Biology 12 - tion Medicine and Sports 
10114 Phone 638.0994. After 'hours 835-3487. Confidentiality assured. 1985 Nlseen King Cab, AM/FM 92; Chemistry 12, 90; studying Medicine at Langara College. 
2pleoo, belgesectlonal. Has5bot- tfn stereo, 4 mounted winter tires, Science at U.B.C. SO-  o-shoI  
tom cushions & 10 back cushions, canopy, $7,200. Phone 635.3793. I n 
Newly cleaned, excellent condition. ' 10112p Sara Chen-Wing: Physics ]2 - 
93; studying Engineering at U. 
Asking $600. Phone 632-6729. 10/28 1986 Colt Vista 4x4 mini van; 7 pus- Victoria. 
Almond 30" range Mark I l l -  Soars. senger, 5-speed, 2-1itre, 4-cylinder, t h i s  k 
Asking $475. Call Finn at 638-1377. 0114 Attractive 3.bedroom home, in ideal electronic 4.wheel drive, loaded. Surr inder  Deol :  Engl ish wee 
Like new, must be seen. Asking Literature 12 90; studying Wednesday, Sept. 28 - -The  
location, 2 bathrooms plus ensure, $14,000 obo. Phone 632-6425. 1017 Science at S.F.U. 
fireplace, fully finished downstairs, first Thornhill Primary School 
double-wide driveway, carport. Two 1988 Dodge D-50 Power Ram.Asking Adam Ford: Geography 12 - 
Parent Advisory meeting will be 
week occupancy. Reduced to $7,600• Phone635.3009. 10114 91" studying Arts (Law) at held at the school at 7 p.m. 
$87,500. Appointment only 635-6547. 
Loot - -  one pair of glasses In a red 1112p 1985 $/4 4x4 XLT Lariat; 20,000 miles, U.B.C. -. ex cond. Must be seen to be appre- Wednesday, Sept, 28 - -  All 
case on September 8. Reward of- 4bedroom house; bright modern kit- ciated. To view after 5 pm 4017 Yeo Michelle Hmdry: Chemistry parents are invited to attend an 
fared. Please call 638-8375. 9128p chen with built-in dishwasher, fire- Street (on bench). Phone 635-3048. 12 93; studying Science at "Open House". This will pro- 
Found -- brown dog With black face, place, workshop, detatched garage, 10114 S.F.U. 
white chest and white paws, wear, fenced lot. Asking $69,900. View at vide an opportunity for parents 
ing brown collar. Approx. 1 year old. 1086 7th Avenue East, Prince 5-6 50x16" Ford rims & tires to fit Peter Hepb,rn: Biology 12 - to become acquainted with the 
Around Rifle Range Road area. Rupert, B.C. Phone627-8374. 1017 1979 Ford truck, 8 holes. Asking 97; English - 91; French 12 - 91; school, teachers and curriculum. $125. Phone 635-3659. 10/7 
Phone635.2242. 9128p MUST Selll 1238 sq. ft.. well- studying Arts (Political Science Thursday, Sept. 29 The 
Lost -- on Park Avenue, Black and maintained basement home on 4.94 and Law) at U. Victoria~ first meeting of the Kiti K'Shan 
white Manx kitten, tailess. Answers acres, only 10 minutes from down- Binder Kandola: Chemistry -
to the name Thumper, 3 months old. town, on paved road. This 3 - 2 bed- Parent Advisory Committee will 
Reward offered. Phone 635-5892. room home, with spacious kitchen & take place in the school library 
10/5p dining room, carport, fireplace, patio Wanted to rent -- 16 or 18 ft. trailer 
& 2'h baths, must be seen to be up- with working stove, fridge, toilet and at 7:30 p.m. Included in the 
preclated. Asking price $75,000. shower. Phone 638-8933, leave agenda is a talk by Ms. 
Phone 635-9559 after 6 pm for more message. 9128p McAskill, the Resource Centre 
information & appointment to view. 10/14 Wanted to rent or lease -- Two We are offering for cash sale to teacher, on an article called 
Inboard Jet for riverboat, $800. .three bedroor~ house/trailer on the highest bidder the following "How I Can Help My Child 
Phone 635-3303. 10/5p 14 x 70' mobile home on 80 x 120' lot. acreage outside of town by married, equipment located at Stewart, 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer, fenced: working couple with pets. Phone B.C. Like School". 
Bank needs .10 percent down. Phone 638-3520 and ask for DosE. 9128p Submit all written bids to: Thursday, Sept. 29 --- Profes- 
638-1976, evenings. 9/28p Room and board required for Grade Calne Holdings Ltd. signal Development Day at 
Small trailer park with potential, on 12 student, prefer downtown area, 245 Quebec Street Clarence Michiel Elementary 
approx. 61/= acres in Thornhill Call (Kitwanga)849-5578. 10119p Prince George, B.C. V2L lW3 
In Loving Memory of my dearest horseshoe area. Some financing 1 -- 1979 Valonkone Debarker -- School Students will be dismiss- 
husband AI McCann, who left us available. Phone 635-4453. 1015p Wanted to rent or house sit. Needed Model 325, Serial No. 0064. ed at 12 noon. 
quite suddenly on Sept. 30. Gone but • 1 -- Friday, Sept. 30 - -  Non- not forgotten. A year has gone by Large lot for sale on east Side of a.s.a.p. 2 or 3-bedroom, partly- 1969 Freuhauf tandem axle furnished house or duplex. Excellent flat deck trailer, Serial No. 
and I still miss you so very much. In Kenney, Just south of Agar. $12,0000 references. Call Terri at 635-6970. DXK55333. Instructional - -  Teachers Pro- 
my heart you will always stay. Loved o.b.e. Phone 635-7421. 1015p 9128p 1 -- 1969 Trai.lmobile flat deck. fessiona] Development Day at 
and remembered always. I did not trailer, Serial No. W039108. Clarence Michiel Elementary, 
know that morning the sorrow the Stewart home: 4 bedroom, 3 
day would bring. You left so quietly bathroom quality home on two lots. 1 -- 1969 Willock flat deck School. The school will be clos- 
without a good-bye and only God Fireplace, hardwood floors plus trailer, Serial No. 3881A5. 
knows why. But our memories and much more. Attached garage, wood 1 -- Caterpillar generator set, ed. 
love for you will never die. Sadly shed, garden shed. $69,500. Call Model D342, Serial No. 49B 1445. Friday, Sept. 30 - -  Individual 
missed and always loved and 636-2556. 10112p Wanted: used go.cert. Phone 624-5957. 10114 1 -- 1967 Cancar trailer, Serial school photos will be taken at 
remembered. For sale 16 acres on Kalum Lake No. 674113. Skecna Junior Secondary School. 
Bye, your loving wife and family Drive. For Information, please phone 1 -- 1969 Knight booster axle, 
* 9128p 635-5289• 10119p Model K13718, Serial No. Saturday, get. 1 - -  Thornhill 
FW1351. Junior Secondary Grade 8 boys 
9128c and girls volleyball teams travel 
to Kitimat. 
Motorcycles wanted: Kawasaki 90 1985 VW Westphalia; like new. Ask- Province of 
and HondaZ-50 mini-bike. In running ing $18,000 firm. Phone 635-2507• British Columbia 
condition or for parts• Phone 10/14 Ministry of 
635.9341. 10/5p 1978 Chevy camperlzed van, exce l -  Transportation .& Highways 
1987RZ-350 motorcycle, comes with lent condition. Asking $11,000. 
helmet, tank bag, 5,200 kms• Asking Phone 627-8235. 1017 ElectoraIHIGHWAYSDistrict: PRINCE-- TENDERSRuPERT ~ ' ~ " 
$3,000. Phone 624-6050. 1017 Highway District: PRINCE RUPERT : 
Project or Job Number: C.G. 001188 
1984 Honda XL600 street and trail Project or Job Description: Clearing and . . . .  
bike; only 2,200 kms, in mint condi- Grubbing Towhlll Road //51 through the N/W 114 and the NIE 114 of D.L. 873 (Area 1) 
tion. Offers to $2,700• Phone end through D.L. 876 (Area 2), Q.C.D. 
• Approximately 10.0 kilometers East of 
627-8374. 1017 We would like to thank all our Maseet, B.C.,O.C.I. 
1976 Yamaha Endure 100. Asking friends and neighbors who so kindly THE TENDER SUM FOR THIS PROJECT IS 
$400. Phone 635-7898. 1017 came to our assistance during our TO INCLUDE APPLICABLE FEDERAL AND 
recent house fire. Thanks also to the PROVINCIAL SALES TAX. 
cricket players who came to help Tender Opening Deterrtme: October 3, 1988 
s t  2:00 p.m. ' . - . .  
and of course the Terrace Fire Dept. Tender documents with envelope, plans. .... Chr i s tmas  Par t ies  * 
You.were all greatly appreciated, specifications and conditions of tender are . 
ROy & Shirley LeBIond & Family avallable fr e of oharge ONLY from MInlstry ~" Weddings * 
of Transportation end Highways, Prince 
For sale: Clarinet in good condition. 9/28p Rupert District, 204, SIS-lEt Avenue West, 
$175 o.b.e. Phone 635-2680• 10/19p Prince no. . ,  s.c. v= 1= betw.n .he * Banquets  • 
hours oL 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. Monday to 
Lowrey Festival Organ; 1 octave foot Frlday,...pt.o,da.. Service Club Activities . 
peddles, plus special features. Ask- 'Phone number of originating office: 
lag $1,900 firm. Phone 635-5468 after 82r-o4~. PreTender meeting will be held at: Chows 
5pro .  1017 RIver'Brldge .n rowh,,, Rosd ,51 . . . . .  Idea l  fo r  g roups  o f  50  - -  80  
Fender guitar & hard case. Yamaha 1985 --- 314 Ton, 4x4 approximately 10.0 kilometers east of 
. . . t .eo .ac . ,  Ca l l  ear ly  to  book  the  . amplifier. Asking $500. Phone  XLT Lariat Daierrime: September 26, 1988at 1.~Op.m. 
635-3421. 10/14 20 ,000  mi les ,  ex .  cond. TEnders will be opened at Ministry of Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
Peavey Mark IV bass amplifier wlth Must .be seen to be Transportation e d Highways; Prince Rupert District Office, 204, 815.18t Avenue for your preferred date. 
1810 speaker cabinet, containing appreciated. To view after west, Prince Rupert, B.C. vaJ 1B3. ! Loren M. Kelly. 
one 18" & two 10" speakers. Asking 5 p.m. at 4017 Yeo Street otstrlct H,ghwsy, Manager 3525 Golf Course Road 
$900• Phone 635-9638. 10114 (on the bench), phone: M~ml,y off~mt~=~= . . . . .  
835.a0  + 635-2542 
lO Sp . ,,, Food Service , i  Bar service 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- ~ ~ Dance  F loor  , , ,  Mus ic  Available 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, part-time or drop-In available. Phone 19811 Dodge D.50 Pomr Ram, asking 28 WORDS (on req uesl I 
638-8429or638-8398• ' tfnc $7,600. Phone635-3009. il/2p $159 " . . . .  
÷.  . 
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Taxi service 
Last fall, Ada Solowoniuk, 
:owner of Chimo Delivery, sub- 
mitted a proposal for a new taxi 
service in the Terrace area to the 
Motor Carrier Branch (MCB) of 
the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways. The application 
was refused because the MCB 
said they had determined that 
Terrace was adequately served 
by the existing cab company. 
by Tod Straehan 
iOn May 5, 1988, Solowoniuk 
submitteda new, more complete 
application, outlining further 
reasons he felt a new taxi ser- 
vice was required in the area - -  
but that too was refused. A let- 
ter dated July 22 from R.B. 
Finlayson, the manager for the 
Passenger Licensing and Safety 
division of the MCB, said only, 
" I t  is the decision of the Motor 
Carrier Commission that the ap- 
plication be refused." Finlayson 
concluded by outlining the ap- 
p~eal procedure for Solowoniuk. 
At that time, Solowoniuk said 
she was at a loss to understand 
the decision. Her application 
was accompanied by a financial 
statement made out by Chimo's 
bookkeeper, an operational 
plan, a letter from the city dated 
June 22 which said, "Chimo 
Delivery has a proven reputation 
in our community," and a letter 
written to Chimo Delivery by the 
Terrace and District Chamber of 
Commerce following the refusal 
of her first application last fall 
which stated, " I t  is our opinion, 
and the opinion of our executive 
that Terrace is a mature, active 
market and that we definitely see 
these activities as an opportunity 
for people such as yourself." 
Also, in a covering letter 
Solowoniuk told the MCB that 
she was making the application 
"by popular demand" and, 
"There is enough business for 
two cab companies here." She 
added that, because the business 
community inTerrace was grow- 
ing rapidly, "We need a good, 
competitive taxi service to com- 
plement Kalum Kabs." 
On Aug. 31, Solowoniuk 
received a letter from the MCB 
which outlined the reasons for 
their refusal: a) Despite a 
previous hearing, the Commis- 
sion's previous order in respect 
to the need for a business plan 
and other supportive material 
was completely ignored; b) The 
support material submitted with 
the application was limited and, 
on investigation, i conclusive; c)
A general investigation as to 
Anti -poverty group 
and has since been accepted by 
schools of social work in the 
province. 
Based on Monopoly, Poverty 
Game •players receive money ac- 
,cording to their needs, face real 
life situations and have to make 
the right decisions. King says 
that the game not only provides 
valuable experience "for those 
who need it but also heightens 
the awareness of the reality for 
those who don't. 
• The need is there, he says, the 
need is real - -  and it's going to 
take public awareness programs 
for the average citizen• to under- 
:stand the true handicap that 
cripples our low and fixed in- 
• come citizens, But in order todo  
the job, King says they r heed 
waitingtime indicated that the 
taxi service in Terrace still ap- 
peared to be reasonable, and 
many clients and businesses 
reported service good and 
response time not excessive; 
and, d) Peak hours such as bar 
closing time and welfare days do 
add to waiting periods in all 
communities, but all this is not 
of sufficient economic impor- 
tance to justify over-licensing of
taxis in a community. 
Solowoniuk failed to accept 
any of these reasons because she 
said she had submitted over 60 
letters of support and all the 
financial and operational infor- 
mation required. She also main- 
tained that the waiting time for a 
cab in Terrace was excessive -- 
from one to 1 ½ hours in some 
instances. And Prince Rupert, as 
one example, she said, "has 
three cab companies", and 
"You don't wait at all." 
Because of these obvious dif- 
ferences of opinion between 
Solowoniuk and the MCB, the 
Terrace Rev iew contacted 
several ocal hotels and found 
that while one maintained bar 
customers were often forced to 
wait one to 1 ½ hours, most said 
that waiting time was only 10 to 
15 minutes, and if customers 
missed their ride it was generally 
because they had decided to go 
back into the bar rather than 
, wait in the lobby. 
This information supported 
the view of George Brown, a 
spokesman for the MCB in 
Prince George, who carried out 
the investigation for both ap- 
plications. He said in a phone in- 
terview that the waiting time for 
a cab in Terrace was com- 
parable, if not better, than most 
communities in the province. 
One hotel owner also pointed 
out ~ an issue which hadn't yet 
surfaced -- the economics of 
running a taxi service from the 
point of view of the driver. His 
point was simple. In theory, if a 
cab company with four drivers 
on shift were to take in a total of 
$1,000 in a single night, each 
driver (at a 40 percent commis- 
sion) would make one-quarter of
$400, or $100 each. If this held 
true every night of the week, five 
d~ys a week, 'each of those 
drivers would make a reasonable 
wage by today's standards -- 
about $2,200 per month. 
However, if three more cabs 
were introduced on the scene, as 
has been proposed by 
Solowoniuk, the $400 would be 
split seven ways and each driver 
continued from page 15 
some help - -  money, office 
equipment - -  even toys for the 
waiting room would help. 
As for King himself, he says 
he's already aware of the need. 
He says he feels qualified to 
meet many of the needs of those 
facing financial and emotional 
crises because he was on the 
street himself at the age of 12 -- 
but he says he was lucky, he 
found the way out. And now his 
own life experience and training 
like that offered by the Human 
Service Worker program have 
given him the tools he needs to 
help. As he puts it;: "Now I have 
the experience and the tools, and 
I feel I owe it to the same people 
I came away from,', .... 
• wouldmake only abotit $57 per 
shift which translates to only 
about ~ $1,254 per month-  a 
wage he, sa idmost :  of us 
wouldn't work for. The net 
result could be better service, say 
at bar closing time, but for the 
majority of the day, it would 
result in underpaid rivers who 
would offer inferior service and 
eventually seek other employ- 
ment. 
Ailsa Henderson, a driver 
since 1961 and the owner of 
Kalum Kabs since :.198 i , has 
stayed away from the controver- 
sy until now because as she says, 
" It  isn't right and I don't•intend• 
to use the media. I'd rather just 
let it ride." She di~l, however, 
agree to describe to the Terrace 
Review the operation of a cab 
service and the intricacies of try- 
ing to give both the passenger 
and the driver the best possible 
deal. 
According to Henderson, taxi 
service in  Terrace has evolved 
through a series of situations 
where there were one or more 
companies in business. But she 
explains, when there was more 
than one it was always a 
"hassle". She describes situa- 
tions where people would use 
more than one direct phone line 
(once available in Terrace hotel 
lobbies) and then take the first 
cab that arrived. '!How can 
anyone make a dollar doing 
that?" she asks, adding that was 
the end of direct lines --  with the 
exception of one at the hospital 
has always been one of schedul- 
ing the right number of drivers 
at the right tim.e. According to 
Henderson, Kaium Kabs keeps 
three to four cars on call during 
weekday evenings and every 
driver they can find ,on  
weekends; that's usually ample. 
But even at that, she says, "The 
drivers can be sitting around do- 
ing nothing - - then all of a sud- 
den One car goes out of town, 
the bars close, and everybody 
wants a cab. Well, if We kept ten 
drivers on here, or whatever was 
required for bar closing, none of 
the drivers would be making a 
dollar. There's nothing doing 
except when the bars close. 
They'd •maybe have two or three 
trips right now - -  but nothing 
for the rest of their shift." 
Henderson says that in 
scheduling drivers, every possi- 
ble situation is taken into con- 
sideration. Plane, train and :bus 
schedules, the time of day, the 
number of hotel rooms that are 
filled, conferences and sports 
tournaments - -  but there are 
still unavoidable peak periods 
and the public can help by trying 
to avoid those times. Most of the 
time, with the exception of 
t ranspor ta t ion  of  school  
students in the morning and 
afternoon, airport arrivals and 
departures, and bar closing, 
people can expect a cab .within 
only a few minutes of their call. 
And as for bar closing, she sug- 
gests that if people were to leave 
five minutes early they would 
probably have no  difficuliy :in 
getting a cab. 
• The whole prob!em.in~:trying 
to balance the slack and peak 
periods, she explains, boils 
down to one simple fact --: the 
drivers get40  percent of the 
fares they take in during their 
shift plus four percent holiday 
pay once a year --.and that's it. 
" I f  they took in $100or $120 on 
a shift, they're going to get their 
40 percent on their paycheque. 
And if there's four Cars on, it 
just cuts that:amount in half: 
under those circumstances you 
cannot keep drivers. Their wage 
doesn't  even compare to 
unemployment insurance and 
they resent hat fact. Therefore 
you get disgruntled rivers that 
are not going to serve the public 
as well as they should." 
The i only solution, says 
Henderson, is to Continue to 
operate as they have in the past 
and try to schedule the best ser- 
vice for the public while insuring 
the best return for their drivers. 
This she says, combined with 
some public awareness of peak 
and slack times and driver 
wages, will provide the Terrace 
area with an efficient, friendly 
cab service for years to come. 
And at the same time, she does 
offer anyone wanting to operate 
their own cab analternative -- 
they can own and operate their 
own business by doing business 
under the Kalum Kab name and 
paying a "stand fee". 
and one at the airport. 
She says• that eventually two 
local cab companies, Terrace 
Taxi and 5050, were bought by 
the same person, but as is the 
present case in Prince Rupert 
they continued to run as 
separate businesses (with one 
.dispatcher) simply to keep the 
licenses. In time however, She 
says they were amalgamated 
under the single name of Kalum 
Kabs. 
The problem, she explains, I' 
I 
I I  
Fine Dining 
in quiet surroundingsl 
5 p.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
..~.',~~ Chinese & Canadian Food "~'.~i~. ' 
[[,~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~ 
lit  M,,,. Wed 10:00 
z~ Thursday 11:30 a.m. ~ I I:OO p.m.l~,. ' /" 
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. m !;00 a.m. " -  
Sunday 12:00 a.m. lO:OO p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635.6111 
i 
i ~ 
This spot could 
~ ~  ~ \ be yours for  only 
  ..Poily's Care Chinese & Western Cuisine 
'~ '~ Mon.--Thurs. 10:30 a.m. -- midnight 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. --  1 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
638-1848 or 638.8034 
Special izing in Ch inese  
Cuisine and Canadian 
' " Dishes 
[ ~ ]  4606 Grelg Ave., for Take.Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
i 
i . z  i l l  i 
Copper 
Ga..°,,i. 
Terrace Hotel 635 6630 
For your dining pleasure we have 
expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
hours. . " 
7 a .m.#o 9 p,m.  
N 
,~: ~::. 
y ;';. 
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WOrried Tho  ,rnh ill p.are!n."ts get action 
THORNHILL-- A group of 
local parents Who have been in 
fear of their children's afety 
recently banded together to de- 
mand some action, and it appears 
that they're going to get it with 
the full cooperation of the Ter- 
race District Highways Office. 
The block bounded by Clark, 
Paquette and Century Streets in 
Thornhi l l  contains three 
schoo|s:, Thornhill Primary, 
Elementary and Junior Secon- 
dary. During the hours ,when 
school is assembling and letting 
out the area is a maelstrom of 
vehicular t affic weaving around 
childen riding bicycles and walk- 
ing. Near the end of the 1987-88 
school year, nine-year-old 
Michael Mitchell died after he 
struck a pothole and lost control 
of his bicycle, failing beneath 
the wheels of a passing 
schoolbus. 
Laurie Mitchell, Michael's 
mother, and Deborah Dimitrov, 
whose sonhas been struck by a 
vehicle in the same area, ap- 
peared before the board of 
School District 88 Sept. 13 to 
ask the board to support their 
proposals tO improve the situa- 
tion. 
Mitchell said that on a recent 
morning they counted 300 
vehicles, including school buses, 
logging trucks and concrete 
trucks, passing the intersection 
of Oi~d Lakelse Lake Rd. (at the 
bottom of the hill) and Clark St. 
She indicated the group has ask- 
ed the highways district office to 
establish crosswalks where Old 
Lakelse Lake Rd. intersects both 
Clark and Paquette and also to 
disallow passing on the road 
from the hill past the hazardous 
area. From the board, she re- 
quested funding for crossing 
guards at both intersections. 
Dimitrov noted that the worst 
time is yet to come: winter, when 
there is frequently snow and ice 
on the roads and the visibility is 
often cut to white-out conditions 
by strong winds in the area. 
"Sidewalks are non-existent, 
and children have to walk on the 
road. It's a miracle we haven't 
lost someone at one of those 
corners," she said. Dimitrov 
concluded by inviting trustees to 
walk the area during periods of 
highest activity and examine the 
situation first-hand.• 
The parents also requested 
that school buses be re-routed to 
reduce traffic congestion in 
front of the school. Dimitrov 
said later that the bus company 
would agree to route changes, 
but she noted that the extra time 
involved for drivers could create 
a slight additional expense for 
the school district. 
Board cha i rman Va l  
Napoleon responded by saying 
the board takes parental con- 
cerns seriously. Secretary- 
treasurer Barry Piersdorff re- 
quested that • the group submit 
their recommendations in 
writing. 
The school district received 
the written proposal later in the 
week. 
The district director for the 
Terrace Ministry of Highways 
office, Peter Wightman, said in 
a subsequent interview that his 
office has had a consultation 
with the .parents and principals 
of the schools involved and set 
priorities for solving the prob- 
lems. 
"It's a miracle we haven't lost someone at one 
of those corners." 
Deborah Dimitrov 
When school lets out in Thomhill there are numerous kids, 
bicycles, dogs, cars, trucks and schoolbuses moving about 
at random. The lack of traffic control, absence of sidewalks 
and narrow road shoulders are al: problems that may be 
corrected before winter strikes and Conditions get more 
dangerous. 
. . . . . .  . . . . .  No" . . . . . . . . . . . .  Veh ic le . ' -  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
Do you have problems wlth plcklng up prescrlptlons, grocerles, 
apptlances or anythlng else? For.all your movlng and delivery .. 
needs, phone for experlenced and speedy servlce. 
GROCERY PICKUP 
From S,feway 
1:30 & 5:00 p.m. dally 
8:30 p.m. Thursdays & Fridays 
ONLY s4 00 
Free to Seniors... 
only through Chime 
: & Safeway. 638"8530 
• Ch imo Delivery 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Those that are classified as 
normal road maintenance, he 
said, can be addressed right 
away, and crews could begin 
grading, pot hole repairs and 
drainage changes immediately. 
Ministry personnel were also out 
doing traffic counts. 
The other changes will require 
an application from the local of- 
fice to Victoria for extra fund- 
ing, he said, but added that the 
process normally goes quickly. 
Those changes include widening 
the shoulders on Clark and Pa- 
quette so that children don't 
have to walk on the roadway 
and straightening Clark where it 
approaches Old Lakelse Lake 
Rd. to improve visibility. 
Returning officer named 
Terrace resident Elaine 
Johnson has been approved by a 
resolution of the board of 
School District 88 to serve as 
returning officer for the election 
of trustees coming in November. 
Trustees whose terms of office 
expire this year are Edna 
Cooper, Lavern Hislop and 
Frances Sabine from Terrace, 
Delbert Morgan of Kitwanga, 
and~board Chair Val Napoloen 
of Hazelton. 
~jV'ATehetcver yott wear 
clean with :ar¢..J 
c/ io#ar s ¢2[ean rs 
I I 
~ Wednesday is 
SHIRT 
or Sl,;s,Ocotton 
expertly laundered 
.Drop off point at Thornhlll Market 
.Best, most Reliable and Cleanest 
Service around 
.Only DRIVE--THRU in town 
I:0@ a.m.- 6:00 p.m.-Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m.-S:3e p.m..Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
I 
RIll "FREE L . I ~"~i ~ 
~,~':: ~ O@ " 
? ????????????????? ~ ~o ~ o errace is celebrating the opening 
~H:O WC A N YOU 9 , /~  ,j ..... of the Skeena Cellulose sawrr I. 
9 OWN A 9' 
NEW TRUCK?  ~ To add to the fun BC Transit is offering 
FO, ? . . . . . .  ° o !ree rides all day long. 
? 113 . "  ? ~ I I~~ ~ ~  Jo,n us on the bus... Come to the 
nll~ii~ ' I~MIM| 
? ~ l~!,~i]'~~'~:' ~ " open house at Skeena Cellulose on 
Thursday, September 29th. 
City of Terrace 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
per month?? J 
? phone ? 
? ~, MR. LEASE ? 
? TOLL FREE ? J : ,  I 
Im' 
I 
I 604,520-3055 ~ m 
" ' ? '  We will also pay for ? 
? travel expenses 9 
? for you on any dear 9 
???9???9?99????9?9?9? 
'll'anslt tnfonnalion , 
635'6617 
23 
•1 
J • , ,  
.r* 
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New graphiCSar 
People in the Northwest who 
want to convey a unique mes- 
sage in the clothes they wear 
have now got a place that will 
give them what they want. This 
Friday is grand opening day for 
Blue Ridge Graphics at 3211 
Kalum St. 
Proprietor Gord Shaben says 
he's seen the potential for 
several years to have a locally 
owned and operated shop that 
can create logos, T-shirts, hats 
and other paraphernalia that 
through original art work con- 
vey the unique mentality and at- 
f• 
titude of  the people and society 
in British Columbia's North- 
west. With an •extensive 
background and  university 
training in fine arts, Shaben will 
do much of the creative work, 
but he also intends to involve a 
largely untapped pool of artists 
who reside and. work in the 
region. • 
"We've got artists living 
around here that can match 
anyone working in the lower 
mainland," he said. 
Shaben points out that 
tourists and visitors often have 
Leanne Trenaman and Gord Shaben are celebrating the 
grand opening of Blue Ridge Graphics in the 3200 block 
Kalum St. this Friday. 
Po l i ce  building --continued from page 1 
"There were fewer the.n 100 
of these built at. a cost of $400 
each," said Kerby, "and we may 
have the only one left in the pro- 
vince." On that basis, she told 
council that the building had a 
"very good" potential as a 
tourist attraction and that it 
would only take a phone call to 
the B.C. Provincial Police 
Veteran's Association to verify 
that fact. 
"Our 'police building' at the 
corner of Lakelse Ave. and 
Kalum St. could be dedicated to 
the B.C. Provincial Police - -  the 
living and the dead --  the men 
who served British Columbia so 
well," said Kerby, suggesting 
that the city could buy the pro- 
perty, ask Heritage Trust for the 
funding to restore the building 
on-site, and lease the building 
either to its current occupant or 
a tourist-related business. 
Mayor Jack Talstra respond- 
ed however, . by saying, "1 think 
this issue has been fairly well 
publicized and this information 
hasn't come forward before." 
Alderman Bob Jackman and 
Doug Smith agreed with the 
mayor's view, saying they didn't 
feel Kerby's information was 
really anything new, and the 
property  owner, Heinz 
Lehmann, had already been 
delayed in the legitimate sale of 
his property for too long. 
A motion made by Danny 
Sheridan to delay the issue a 
final two weeks while Kerby's 
information was verified, was 
defeated in a three-to-one vote. 
A new motion, the final adop- 
tion of the bylaw, was made by 
Jackman and was passed by the 
same margin. Ruth Hallock and 
Sheridan opposed the. moti0n 
while Jackman and Smith sup- 
ported it. The deciding vote was 
cast.by Talstra, who said he was 
going with the view held by Mo 
Takhar and Bob Cooper, who 
were absent. " 
When contacted by the Ter- 
race Review, Lehmann, who has 
lost, at least wo potential buyers 
for his property over the past 
year, said he had an interested 
party but knew nothing of their 
intentions concerning the 
building. That, he said, depends 
on the new owner. 
- , .  , . 
difficulty finding souveniers and 
gifts to take home that are 
reflective of the local culture 
because many shops in the area 
carry stocks o f  generic items 
manufactured :indomestic urban 
centers or foreign countries. Us- 
ing his design• talents and in- 
house silk screening equipment, 
he intends to change that. 
Two of his recent accomplish, 
rnents are the creation of a logo 
image for the perinatal educa- 
tion group at Mills Memorial" 
Hospital, a volunteer project he 
undertook with local artist Peter 
Dickson, and white-on-black 
custom T-shirts created for par- 
ticipants' in last weekend's Toy 
Run. 
One of the shop's specialties 
will be the design of business 
and corporate logos. Shaben 
notes that large corporations 
like Texaco and Canadian Air- 
lines have spent millions of dol- 
lars to establish and promote 
graphic images that convey the 
essence of what they consider to 
be their corporate identity, and 
that fact should underline the 
importance of a good.logo for 
businesses of any size. 
In the process of setting up 
shop, Shaben and his partner 
Leanne Trenaman have under- 
taken a sort of one-building ur- 
ban renewal project in the run- 
down 3200 block Kalum St. The 
repainted and refurbished store, 
Shaben feels, will make the 
block more attractive and con- 
tributes to an improved retail at- 
mosphere. 
Wholesale quantities of' 
original design silk-screeened 
T-shirts, hats and other apparel 
can be made to order for busin- 
esses, corporations, athletic 
teams and other groups. The 
process is local from beginning 
to end, and the shop also carries 
stocks of unique designer lines 
from other parts of the World 
and consignments of local 
crafts. 
An Impressive sight:About 100 riders on 75 bikes took part 
in, the 6th Annual Roadrunners Toy Run to raise awareness 
ofthecoming Christmas ho!iday and the need to share with 
those less fortunate than ourselves. The event netted 
numerous toys and $800-in donations and another $500 
from the Terrace Jaycees, all of which went to the Salvation 
Army for distribution. ~ ~ 
'The Wiz' gets cast 
The •Terrace Little Theatre an- 
nounced last week that the cast 
has been selected and the pro- 
duction dates, set for their latest 
project, "The Wiz". It's a 
modern musical treatment of L. 
Frank Baum's ' classic, "The 
Wizard of Oz", and it will re- 
quire the combined resources of 
the TLT, the Terrace Communi- 
ty Band and the Theatre Alive 
society. 
Three performances are 
scheduled to take place in the. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre: Friday 
evening, Nov. 18, and matinee 
and evening shows on Saturday, 
Nov. 19. 
TLT representative Marilyn 
Kerr said the total east is 34 peo- 
ple, including a number of 
children. Co,directors for the 
production are Merry Hallsor 
and Sharon Lynch. Pare Kerr, 
well known for her acting and 
singing roles in previous TLT 
presentations, will play the lead 
role of Dorothy. The tornado 
that carries Dorothy off to Oz 
will be personified by local 
dancer Frances Brodie, who 
recently returned from a sum- 
mer working with a ballet .com- 
pany in Vancouver. Cathy 
Williams is cast as Adda Perle. 
The well-known trio in,the 
Land Of Oz will present some 
familiar faces to local audiences; 
Alan Weston .got the role of 
Scarecrow, ~Alexis Maikapar Js 
the Cowardly Lion, and •Todd 
Bellamy creaks in raS the:T.iB. 
Man. , . : .• 
• Evilene, a trfily nasty piece of 
work, will be portrayed by 
Norah Ferguson, who seems to 
be making a specialty" of "such 
roles, and the good witch Glyn- 
da character went to Lynn 
Leydier-Frolick. 
The Wiz will be played by the 
professorial Doug Roszmann. 
Rehearsals begin this week, 
: i:! :Thank you and GOOD LUCK 
To the 
REPAP ORGANIZATION 
on the opening of your 
.. NEWMILL in TERRACE 
: . . -  
From :the 
.2  
Management and staff of :?,.: 
NORTHWEST CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY 
' 5239 KEITH AVE., TERRACE, B.C, : 
• . ' ' : : :~ :  . " '  : ' " '  " ' " "' " " ' .  : ' ' " , : ' .  "!" :,. i .  :'-' i,.'~-.: ~t~ 
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